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\ 
Q 
• Tpis study was'designed· to investigate the overall 
• 
metric achievem~nt of grade seven students in a selection 
. 
-
of · Newfoundland~ schools. In an ·attempt to identify 
·various fa~tors whi~h may affect student achievement in 
metric, the study also. examined ~he relationship of 
. . 
student. .metric achievement wi~h sex of - student~ 
ma~hematical achievem~nt, exposu1re to mettic instruction, 
\ 
1 . size of s_chooi, · teach~r' s. mathemati'C:al· and science · -~ali- . 
I 
fica ti~ns, teacher's. ", metric. inservice training, years of 
te_aching .exper_ience: · ·as. well as exposure~ Qf .. teacher to the · 
metric system·during preservice training. 
Data for · the ~athe~ed from eighteen 
. schools randomly selected from the total popu~ation of 
·· schools on the Avalon Peninsula • . The subjects consisted 
. . . 
; of 380 -grade seven ~ studen~s and 29 mathematics te~chers 
·4~ ! 
·. 
who volunteered to 'participate in the study by completing ~ 
a short questionnaire7 
. ' . • 
·williams' Test of ~etJ::ic Skills . (.WTMS) ·, which, was 
·identif-ied . as the ·most suitable ev.aluation instrument, was . 
. . .
. 
administered . to 
'-
the .. sample. .:_. Using · correlatJon 
"' - ' . . 
;coefficients and _stepwise multiple regression,-analy~is of · 
the .da~a c?llected led· to the following conclusi~ns: 
.. ' 
iii 
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1. Grade · seven students are not proficient in their 
_use of ~nits a~~ s~, es~imation skills, measurement 
... . . . . 
skills, and conversion·skill~as measured 'by- WTMS. 
. . 
2. Grade seven students are not pr·oficient in their 
understanding of length, mass, volume, and temperature as 
measured by WTMS • 
' ; Statistically significant differences were found in . 
' ~tudent ietric ach'ievement' when_ .. students were gr~ped by 
mathe~atical . a~hlevement~ si~e 0~ school,, ~omp~tion of 
the metric cha~ter, and teacher ·, s . science q~alifications • . 
·Statistica~ly significant di~~erences. ~e:e not found 
in student metric achieveme~t When .student~ were ~rouped . 
by sex, their teache~'s ma~hematical ~ualiflcatioris, the 
~ . I" 
amount of inservice metric training received by teaeher, 
. ~ 
the number of- y.~r-s of te,ching ·experience ·of the teacher,, 
nor the ~xposure -of the teacher tp the metric -system 
during preservice training. 
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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
The Internati~nal. System· of Units (SI), commonly 
referred ~o ~s the met~ic·system, has been in existence in 
European communities since 1795. This system of measure-
• • t;:s 
ment, commissioned after the F~ench Revolution, has been 
surrounded by much controversy from the 
" inception. "The 
... 
conversion · of· Canadians 
r 
• 
standing and · common · usage of. 
time of its 
to an under-
• 
progressed.slowly~ However, the conversion will contin!e, . I . ; . • . ~ . 
' '' l ,. · 
,. ' 
I ' J : . ~ • j 
' ' I I 
\ ·l· I.;\ I-
. I II ' 
: I ... ~~-y~-
I ' .• /' . . . T?r the sys_t~ has distinct. advantages. Shrigley' s ( 1982: . 
I ~11) study of mathematics educators depicts these 
advantages: 
i ; 'i, ~ · . 
;:: ;' , ••• math educators support metric measurement 
· l , . because; ( i) it_ is . consistent with our_ 
''·· ·,·,\ !; . .:.. r: monetary system; ('2) ·the conversion of units 
· · · ·1\ · is easier into metric ~han Englis~; ( 3) it is 
... . .\'- ::: \~ 1; j ·, easier to teach and easier to' learn tharf 
.. l English measurement; there is less need of '' :1 ~: .:\ ·_ . l _.· .• 1· ·. · . . corrarion frlctiO.J;lS'; (4} mo'st nations use metric measurement; scientists have used it for 
·< ~: ! l --~ decades; (5) American . industry has·begun to 
· I·. :·· ·• 1 · · use it; (6) 111etric measurement -will facilitate 
; .' : ';: ;.·,.; worl!d . trade and c'ommunica t!on; and ( 7) 
:. :-, ; 1 • ;~ · J ! ·· American Cfii!dren will need ... - it, as adults; 
)' ''i' j'; l~:::i~:;sJ::-a:e~:~:g ::~ logi~Al. The 
·r., l· ' '· 
' . ' 1'. I f ' , . ,• ~ ;-~-... · ~ < traditional system has .many units for length (inch, , foo.t, 
I . I . ' . . ":;} 1. : . . .; L : . u • I ' ' 
--:1 :: ~.! ,r · 1.: yard, · mile) ·wherea:~, there is only ·one metrj.c unit of ). ·:. ~ ~ ~ . . . .', ·{ 
; ···1· · '; : ~~ \' :· i<! length, namely, the metre. 
i ~' ~-· ~ ·~ ., 
' I· .. _. .) j ~:'/1~· ;··\ , : '·i ~logical re~ationship among the traditional units, whereas, 
. !-!.~1 ' . I l ' I ' 
-' lj. ·,' i ' 
I, : .. I 
. • .. . · 'l 
.. · ' · ) . ( 
\ ' 
Furthermore', ' ... there is ·no 
\ . •' 
' ' .. , .. 
-- ' ~ ..~ ., 
...• : '. !. ..,, ... . :.: .... •. a • o • ..._ o ' , , d • .._'. - ,1:• , 
~ ........ ' ' ... 
' .. .
• 
' 
. 
• 
', . . 
.. 
' . 
... 
' ' 
., 
•• 
.. 
. ' ~ 
.. I 
.. ~-- -
. · . 
:·. 
f • .. 
~ ....... 
' ' 
j'.__ • • • ··~·~·· : 
' . ~ !, • . ' . 
. ·. ~ . -.. ·. '.;::' ._· .... ·,: '-:'''. ·--: . ·.: :'• rr.~r: .-rr ~ 
' I "' • ~. . .· ..... ,. ' .. ·' •" .... · . ' . • . . ' , . . · ' ' .. . ' . /' . <' . • .. 
. ' 
2 
.. 
larger and 
. ' 
smaller units within SI are ·established by a 
. 
logical system of prefixes based on tens. · s ·ecause the 
. . 
-metric ~ystem is a decimal system, it is easier to compute 
• 
and convert measurements . in metric than it is in·the 
. 
tr~dit~on.al system. Conversion simply involve~ m~ving the 
decimal point either to the right or left, that ~s, 
. 
multiplying or 
, ten. This ... l:so 
dividing by multiples or submultiples ot-
~ . . 
implies tha~ mixed 'units . can be· readily 
computed. For example, ki iometres·, 
. , 
millimetr~s can be easily added together • 
. I 
for inches" feet, yards, and mile.s. 
~ 
This is not so 
A~s~; . 'wi thil) the )f' 
metric sy£;tem there is a direct · relationship between units 
. 
of leJ;lgth,, capa~i ty, and mass. ~pr e~ample.' a on~cubic 
centimetre container has a capacity of one millilitre· and 
. ...e·. 
: 
the mass of \tater at 4° a held by t~is conta~n~r is one 
.. . 
. . . 
gram. Another plus for the metric system ~over the 
traditional system is that it does not rely heavily on 
fractions · which young children often have problems 
' 
~ 
undersr~nding_ and computing, . 
Besides being a simpler and mpre unifor.m system of · · 
measurement, the conversion to SI also has maj·or economic •. 
--
advantages, especially in th~ area of production and 
international trade, be·cause all major countries of the 
:. 
world, with the exception of the U~ited States, ~se SI as 
their measurement system. 
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The major dx:awback of SI : in Canadian society~is that 
the general pop~lat~on view it as an unfamiliar system of 
. - . 
\ measurement. As .wi~h any innovative idea, lt requires 
Jj!;" time for peop~e to .;.djus~ to and become familiar with the 
· ~1~ new measurement system. ·.· 1r l ~ 
' ( . , 
It has been recognized that education has a primary 
role. to ?,lay 
(1983: 120) 
• 
in the metriqatio~ pr~c~ss. Hovey and Hovey 
·allude to thi:s in the ~allowing statement: 
~· . . . .. . 
"Much of.the responsibility, and·many of the problems will 
. --~ ... ' ' . ; . . 
· 3 
fall to the e·ducation system, particularly to teacher's." . 
" . .  
. If,..f~ture : gen~rations are · to :·· use . SI exclusiv~ly, it ·is 
. . 
! , 
.. 
nec~ssary to . educate the gen~ration now in school in s~.. , 
Efforts in this direc~ion have been taken and metric ·units . 
' .. 
· .. 
, . 
I . 
·' 
·<! . 
~~. 
f ,..,. 
+.. ' · ~ 4 
·~ ' 
• 
~t· ~ ~ 
.., 
:..~-:~~ .: ·. · .. 
'\ • Q . 
have been introduced into the curriculum. For the past 
_., . 
. 
ei~~t-years, ~~u~en~_ha~e 
"' metric sys~em. · ~ 
been exposed exclusively to the 
... . 
... , 
As metric 
-to evaluate the 
educ~~:~o~ rroceeds, .~h.~ develops a need ~ 
relative effectiveness- of the various 
metric ~pt'ograms and materials used· in the classroom •. 
J 
Metric conversion. offt the. elementary. curriculum is not 
. ~ 
of substituting one set of measurement $~ply a -matter 
·units fo.r anotner. "' . Hfnson (~981: 585) stated thats 
... 
.. 
.. 
. . 
-- ' . . 
metrication like ·other : . innovations is · ·a 
complex · phenomena [sic]. The challenge.for 
mathematics cu~ricul~ workers.in . the ~~xt few 
·years · involves more than the integration of 
· m~trics in. the measure~ent strand of the~ 
mathematics curriculum. ·· ••• metric conversion 
. ·has several tmplications for . the mathematics 
currtculum beyond the unit on measurement~ 
~ . 
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Students must be ta_ught to "think metric" and 
I 
research indicates that the best way to accomplish this is 
through a "harids-on" approach·. The Metric Implementation 
Too often -the study of measurement has 
consisted only ·Of written exert1ses on 
work~heets or pages from ~extbooks, with major 
emphasis o~· conversions between units and on 
operations with . so-called "denominate 
numbers". The lack of attention to activities 
that encourage thinking and estimating in a 
measurement syst.bm has meant that measurement 
;--....~ . has been viewed :as ' dry and dull by pupils ana 
that ·our insttuction . is not adequate for the 
students' real. -needs • 9 • • "' · 
. . 
After ·eight years of schooling in SI, 
,' . 
many grade . 
s~ven students still do not "think metric". Children tend 
· to convert from the metric system to the imperial"system, 
-· 
. ' 
especially in thE! areas of mass and capaci€y. As Hanson 
(1981: 586) points out: 
--
It· is one thing to recognize the ramifi~ations 
that metric conve~sion has for changing the 
elementary mathematics curriculum; it is 
4nother to . determine whethe·r such changes are 
,. being made. 
---
The- Purposr of the Study ""' 
--
The major 
/ - . 
overall metric 
, \ 
purpose qf this stu~y was to ·examine the 
achievement of junl or .high sc~oi st'udents 
.. 
in a . selection of Newfoundland .sch~ol1l ~ore 
specifically, the·· ·· present study investigated A!ftOng other 
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--
th~ngs: (a) the degree to which gra~e seven students were 
prqficient in their use of lunits and symbols, estima~ion, 
measuremen~ and conversion ·skills as measured by 
" Williams 1 Test of Metr,tc Skills, (b) the degree to which 
grade sey~n students were proficient in their understand-
ing _ of length, volume, mass, and temperature as measured 
by Wi.lliams 1 Test of Metric Skills, {c) the relations?iP 
between ~ev~l_o~ metric achievement and sex of students, 
student math achievement scores, .exposure to metric 
--
. 
i~struction, and ~ size ~ scho~~, and {d) the relationship 
. . between level of student metric achievement and ~heir 
respecti.ve teacher's . mathematical qualifications, metric 
~ . 
inservice training, years :of teaching 
\ 
\ 
experience, a~d 
· exposure ~the metric 
education. 
system during preservice teacher 
, 
The study attempted to answer the following 
·questions concerning metri9 education: 
-
1. How ·P.rot"icient are ... grade seven 
students in theit use of units and 
symbols; estimation, · measurement~ and 
conversion skills as measur.ed by. 
Wiliiams•-- Test of Metric Skills 
(WTMS)? 
' 2. How proficient· are grade seven .. 
students .in their understanding· of 
·length, mass, volume, · and temperature 
as measured by' ~S? --· 
3. Is there a signif~cant difference\~ 
metric achievement between- boys and 
girls in the various subsections and 
· content areas of WTMS? 
' 
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4. Is there a correlation between student 
, mathematical achievement as measured 
by the Canadian Test of Basic Skills 
and Ftudent metric achievement? 
5. Is there a · relationship between 
student metric acnievement and 
completion of ....-the metric chapter in 
Math Is I, the mathematics textbook 
used in grade seven? ' 
6. Is t~ere a relationship between size 
of school and student metric achieve-
ment as measured by WTMS? 
7. Is there a relationship . ··between 
teachers' mathematical and science 
qualifications and their respective 
students' metric achievement? 
. a·. Is there a relationship between the 
amount of ins.ervice metric training 
received by teachers and their 
respective students' metric 
achievement? ' 
9. Is there a · relationship between 
students • metric achiev~ment and 
number of years of teaching experience 
of their teachers? 
10. .Is there a relationship between 
stuaents' metric . achievement and the 
exposure of .their teacher to the 
metric system during their preservice 
training? · 
Rationale for the Study 
.. . J 
.. 
To be an effective educational' leader, a school 
administrator is required' to ·-- . assume a number of specific 
roles ~- He muat be an effective business manager, an 
influential leader of people, · a knowledgeable cuFriculum 
developer, as well as . "'-· an agent , of organizational change 
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7 
and movement. and:responsibilities of 
administrators enc~ ass a m.pnber - of' roles, one of their 
main areas of focus should . be the improvement and super~ . 
. 
vision of the inst~uctlonal program. Since .the curriculum 
.. 
is at the heart of the school system, administrators must 
display leadership in developing and maintaining effective 
programs of instruction ·wllich enhanc.e student learning. 
··Administrators must be aware of the differ.ent approaches 
to the curriculum and ·keep. abreast 'of new developments and 
' 
--
. their succes~_or failure within the ·schools •.. 
· .. This t~sk of instruc~i\~al 
achieved · bY. providing strong 
improvement can best be 
. . 
~rriculum. ~ leadership. 
' • . 
Administrators can demonstfate . curriculum leadership by 
. . 
establishing achievement as a school. priori~y and by 
participating actively in curriculum development. ·Active 
' 
_participation on the part of administrator~ may involve 
selection and review of instructional materials,· planning 
. , 
'program 
• 
develt?pment and curriculum modifications, 
· identifying learning objectives, or ·reviewing and 
• e~plorinq i'hstructionai strategies for more )~ffective 
teaching. 
.. 
At· the elementary school level, curriculum 
modifications are quite frequent. one of the many re~ent 
curriculum chanqes ·has been in the area of measurement, 
\ 
. 
.. 
.. "' . - where imperial measures have been replaced by metric ones • 
. . 
\ The basic elements of the metric system are well 
\ 
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. 
entrenched in the curriculum. However, administrators and 
· teachers must assume the responsibil~ty of providing 
meaningful learning experiences to ertsure that the quality · 
l 
of instruction in this area is' enhanced. 
'~ . 
This study will provide an ~valuation of the current 
status o~ metric achievement among a sample of students.· 
That assessment will provide the·basis for curricu?um and 
instructional changesrand improvements in the future • 
..... 
.. 
' . 
Significance of .the Study· 
In 1970; the Whit~ . Paper on·· . Metrication wa~ 
presented to Parliament·outlining reasons for goipg metric 
-
and recommending procedures for • doing so. As La res~lt, 
the Metric' Commission was · established and . a plan to t' . 
. . . 
. convert to SI was established. The actual . implem~ntation 
of metric in tanada be~an in 1975~ 
\ 
... 
In the fall of the same year, the Ontario Ministry 
o'f 
I 
Education issued a policy . ~ statement on me.trication: 
(1975: 36), proposing conversion to the. metric system in 
' element~ry and secondary schools in the Prov nee. one 
=· .. sectio~ of the statement reads as follows: 
. c.' . 
• 
,, / . 
It is the policy .of the. Ontario Minist of 
Education that: 1) the metric system b come 
the principal system of measures. · •• 1 2) m .tric 
conversion be implemented in the ·schools ••• by 
June 1978, 3) metrication be appl!cable o .all 
areas of . the curriculum ••• , 4) the uni ·a and 
symbols. • • ·conform to . those of the 
international system of .Units .- •• 
· {.'. 
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Although no official pplicy was set forth by the 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, its basic 
objectives for metric implementation were quite ~imilar to 
0 
those of Orttario. If such a policy is to be impiemented ,~ 
' 
\ in~o the 1 curriculum of 
it is essential that 
elementary and secondary schools, 
admini~t~rs and ~eachers be 
I 
. . 
familiar w~th common metric units of measure. Yet, this 
'. "' 
.. 
has not always been found to be the case. 
In the spring of 1982, -Richmond conducted a study to 
. determine . the . metric -achievement of sixth grade students 
and · the attitude of their -eeachers toward metric 
instruct'ion. ais findings ·indicated that teachers felt, 
. . 
. poorly trained to teach rriet_ric although they generally h~d 
a.positive attitude toward the topic. RI-chmond' ·s · study 
,. 
also i~dicated that. only a little more than half of the 
grade .six students were able to apply metric to daily ·life 
. . 
situations, and less than half were competent in simple 
• 0 • • 
m~thematical applicati~ns dealing with metric prefixes. 
In a follow~up article written by Clark and ' Richmond 
. . 
. (1983:660) the authors noted that: 
. 
••• Less than half of the teachers ·· ~ 
reported participating in any kind of· 
inservice metrics program, nor had they read 
· any materials ·abou~. the teaching of metrics. 
Three"~-fourths ·. of the teachers stated their 
preservice education -did not prepare them to 
~each metrics ••.• we are not making as much 
.progress in educating children and teachers in 
metrics as was qoped ~y - those who paved the· 
way •• ~ 
• . I I I I 
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Although the above comments are . dire'cted to 
educators i~ the United States, the situation in Canada is 
proba~ly very similar. 
In Newfoundland, as in the other provinces of 
canada, money was channeled into educational agencies for 
metric development and ther~1 was· a high expectation that 
...... 
metric- was about to coi1)e "alive" 11;.--th~ classroom • 
• 
- · Statement Two 
1
, l 
of . the Ontario Metrication Policy 
('1975: 36) 1 
.. 
n.< previously cited, indicated that by 1978 
--
students should · be "predom~nantly- metric"; that is, . 
students .spould be -~now~edgeab~ ab~dt ~nd use ' the co~on · 
metric· units·~ Thus, · if· a student were asked his mass· he 
. should not answ~r- in pou_nds but-, r~ther in kilogram~. 
. . . 
An examination of related literature· has ~ndicated 
that very little research has been- undertaken in this 
Province in the area of metrication.- Two early studies 
·. 
. 
. : .. ~-!·\. 
• .t.t 
·\:~:" 
·,~ . 
. . ~ 
-~ were conducted·. In ·1975, ·' Williams examined the imp_li_-_ _ __ _ 
cations of and a plan for implementatio~ of ·the ~etric 
system into the Newfoundland school system, while in 1976, 
.Hackett conducted a study to' determine the effectiveness 
of a teaching unit on length in the metric system. 
Children ·who were in kindergarten in 1977 and are 
presently in grade seven have now completed eight -years of 
,..... 
instruction in s~. It· seems appropriate tQ investig~te 
. . 
how successful we have been.in teaching metric measurement 
to stud~nts. Students should · •. be continually adding ·to 
,, 
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& 
their knowledge of metric as they progress through the 
. 
The pre$ent . curriculum should be ensuring a grades. 
growth in metric knowledge. This is essential if future ~"i't'" 
. 
generations are expected to use this system exclusively. 
Delimitations of the Study 
1. This study focused · on the overall metric 
. 
achievem~nt Qf grade ·seven _.:,---students· only. It dealt with 
what students ungerstood · and ijad retained ~bout -the me~ri~ 
· system either from classroom teaching or personal · 
experiences. This study did not involye any special 
instructional treatment. 
2. This study was· delimited to schools located on 
the Avalon Peninsula. This was done so J that the 
researcher 
- -~ld-lls". 
could administer. "Wil,iams I Test of ... Metric 
It was noped that this wo\rrcr era~e· ·any teacher 
! .. 
bias that may have resulted if individual classroom 
teachers administered the test. 
/ 
3. This study was delimited to specific topics 
~ . ~ithin the metric system, namely,_!~ngth, volume, mass, 
-
and temperature~ The. topics of· .. are.a, surface area, 
capacity,, and - the relationship between length, capacity_, . 
. and· mass_ were not investigated in detail, although some 
,i terns·' within Williams 1 TeJLt of Mettic Skills did explore ,-;_, 
-=------J 
< 
these topics. 
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4·. The aspect of this study that examined the 
relationsh~p between student metric achievement and math-
ematical achievement was limite~to students who attended 
schools which were under the Avalon Consolidated School 
Board for St. Joh~ These were the only grade seven 
students who had completed the 
• 
Canadu'st of Basic 
the -sample was further ·Skills. This proportion of 
restricted, for only the scores of students whose parents 
I 
consented to the release of their chi.ld' s mathematics I .. 
achievement score coul~ be- ·u~d. . . _ \ 
Limi tat.ions of the Study 
I 
, 
I 
The attainment of knowledge in ;the metric system, as 
I is affected by a number of 
~ 
I 
in otqe·r subject . areas, 
~ tt. 
factors, each of which in turn has a limiting effect on 
~ 
. ' 
this study. The school setting, the . financial resources 
I 
available, the administrative structure, · and metric 
instruction as a pa'rt of the entire school program affect 
achievement in the classroom. 
I 
Although the relationship between metric achievement 
I 
and the ~aqtors 
. I 
of sex·, professional preparation of 
teache'rs, and size· ot' school w.ere investigated·, no attempt 
. ~ ' 
• o I ~ 
was made to analyse the results for the -various 
\ ~ 
intellectual 1evels of .the·· students involved. 
The .study did not include .the investigation of such 
factors as teachers' , experience in teaching metric; 
'· 
• I 
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I 
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\ 
I 
' 
.. 
. I' . 
I 
·~ .
teacher knowledg_e of the metric system, parental attitude 
toward metric, nor the use of metric in the home. 
UndoUbted:ly, these are major factors in metric achievement 
• 
which serve as :limiting factors for this study. 
Exp:lanation of Terms 
... 
13 
1. Conversion is the act of changing from one unlit 
in a given system of weights and measures to another un4.t 
in the same system. · 
- 2. Metrication is the act or process of converting 
from an existent system of units into the metric system. 
3. Metric achievement refers to -~ the measure of 
one' s general knowledge and ski:l·1 in using the metric 
. system. 
4. Metric system is a decimal system based on the 
metre as a standard unit of measurement. It is also known 
as SI. 
s . Proficiency for each subsection of WTMS was 
determined by a panel of ten grade seven teachers who 
'indicated the approximate percentage of students . who 
~hou:ld answer correctly each item-in-the test. The 
.. 
-proficiency level was obtained by averaging the individual 
0 "' I 
teacher percentages. 
6. SI ( Systeme International d' Units) is the 
International System of Units. It is .a decimal ~ystem of 
,..., 
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weights and measures commonly referred to as the metric 
system. 
7. Size of School: the indicator used for size of 
.. 
f.) 
school was the total number of students enrolled in grade 
seven in each school. 
8 :· ·.-·Tradi. tt$'al system is a term used to refer to 
the system of ~pts and measures previously used in 
• Canada. It is also known as the British Imperial System 
---
or Imperial System. 
~s refers to wllliams ,· Test of Met~ic Skills 
which )'las devised by .Dr. Richard Lee Williams in his 
dissertation -entftl.ed "A Cotnp:a .. e Study Of-..._ Metri·c~ 
. } 
· - !· ·. : 
b ... ..!_ . 11 
. ' t"T; 
I 
I 
I J 
.. 
Skills of Intermedi-ate Students in Cal.gary, Alberta, and "· 
Spokane ;--wasnington" • 
Summary \, 
Students in Newfoundland schools have been exposed 
exclusively to the metric system of weights and measures · 
since 1978. This study examines< the overall metric 
achievement of jun_ior high school students in a selection 
of Newfoundland -schools
1 
in an attempt to determine how 
success'ful we have been in training young student~ to 
think m:tric. More speci£-i~ally, this. study investigates: 
' . 
( a) the degree ·to which grade . seven students are 
--· y 
proficient in • their use of units and I symbols 1 e$timation 1 ~ 
measurement, and conversion skills . as me~sured by' 
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Williams' Test of Metric Skills; (b) the deqree to which 
gr~de seven students- are pr~ficient in their understanding 
. 
15 
of lengt;h , volume, mass, ·and temperature as measured by·· 
~illdams' Test of Metric Skills; (c) the relationship 
between level of metric achievement and sex of ~tudents ,)-' 
' student . math. achievement · scores, ·exposure to metric 
instruction and size of sch9ol; and (d) the· relationship 
• 
between level of student metric achiev~ent and their 
' . 
teacher's mathematical and science 
· qualifications, metric inservice training, years of 
I 
teach.i!ng . experience, and expos~re of teachers to the 
metric systel1,\ during their pre.service teacher education. 
The following chaptJ;!r, Chapte'r 2 , presents' a review 
of•• the literature and related studies. Chapter 3 sets 
forth' the research . methodology employed in this study. 
Thi's is followed by a report of the statistical treatl'(\ent 
of the data ·in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains the 
conclusions, discussion- .. of the f;ndinqs, and reconunend-
~ns., I 
.. --- • 
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CHAPTER 2 -·-
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
. 
A comprehensive search of the literature concerning 
metric education revealed that the bulk of research, 
reports, , and articles· written on the metric system was 
printed between 1972 and 1980. Although a fair number of 
artitrles pertaining to the metric sys_t~m have been written 
· in ~anada, actual ~J!lpirical research on the topic has been 
quite 'limited. In the United State~, on the other hand, 
more in-dept}l studies ·of th~s t~pic have been undertaken. 
· Both Ainerican and Canadian studies, t.here.fore, have · been 
reported in thi-s review. · 
While the present study examines the .overall metric 
achievement of intermediate s*denbs, studies rented to 
. ' 
other aspects of n\etric "wil1 be rev±ewed in this chapter. 
-:~ -
. . 
After a brief statement of the hi,13torica.l development of-
the system 
following: : 
,. 
individual sections · will focus 
';['eaching thfJ Metr io system -to Elementary 
Students; ~\ · ching the ·-Metr.i:c system to Preservice and 
. . 
i 
Inservice eachers; · . T~acher ·Attitude Toward the Metric 
System; s_~udent Achievement in Mathematics and Selected 
Variables, and Metric Acnievement and Selected Variables • 
'11he . chapter will conclude . with a · brief summary of major 
findings direct}Y related to the pt'"esent study. 
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The Historical Background 
of the Metric System 
In the.- late eighteenth century_, after· the -French 
Revolution, the National Assembly of France appointed a 
. ' • measurement committee whose mandate was to devise a 
. -
-·single, logical, universal, , yet scientific sy~tem · of 
. 
4neasurement. As _joted by Leffin (1975: 4)~_:~! 
study was b~sed on three basic principles: 
J. - . 
, 
1. The s'tandard unit for length should be 
deriv_ed '• from some . universally 
aqcessible, invariant ·physical 
seanda.rd • 
2. -~ - The /basic unit· for · volume a~d ma~s 
t · sh &'ld be derived from the basic uqit 
f length, so · that all basic units 
e directly related to each other • 
....:.--· 
The specified unit~ for each measure 
should _be basediOn decimal ratios. 
Academy's 
·. 
French Academy of >Science decided that th~ir 
. , . I . 
standard for measurement would be accurate for all time 
- -;~:· 
an~ ~reed that'the basic ~nit of leliqt~, the metre, ·would 
be based on one ten•milliqnth 
-·-
of the 
t*' ·- . '· 
distance- from the 
' 
17 
• 
, . 
North Pole .to t .he· equator. ·'using multiples and sub--
. . 
mult~ples o~ ten, the . Academy expanded upon the newly 
--defined metre which· was then used to -derive other units of 
the metric system. 
-
In 1795, the French Gove_~nment -· officially adopted 
'the metric system and passed ~aws that made the system 
.. 
cqmpu'lsory. .-However, it was not until the mid-nineteenth 
~ ---. -
• • 
~-u•/1 
.. ··~ 
. ' _.- ...... , 
.. ~ . ' '• ... ; :·· ; :·· •, :'!>t-
I 
\ 
--
•·:. : 
·. 
18 
century that the new system was in gener~l use i~ Fra~ce 
and other~uropean countries. 
The need for an improved international standard ofi 
measurement led to the signing of the Treaty of the Metre 
in 1875 .• This, in turn, ·saw the .establishment of an 
International Bureau of Weights and Measures whose main 
~ I 
task was to extend . and refine the metric sys~em which 
would eve~tually be recognized as the iriternational.system 
of measurement. 
4 
In 1960, tQe Eleventh ·General Conference on weights-
and Me~ures. adopted· ·the metric system as the 
.. 
' . . In~~rnational ~Ys.~em; of Units • (Systeme · International 
d'Unit~s), commonly .referred to as SI. • ' . This· action 
a~knowledged')the wide. ~cceptance of the .. metric system and 
\ 
encouraged unanimous acceptahce of the system b~ a~l 
. . 
in~ustria~,..natio~s of t~e ~orld. -.. 
I 
Iri Canada, the use of. the metric system of weights 
and measyres was . officially permitted in 1871 when the 
• . ...__ 1 
Parliament of Canada passed .. em__ act· which rendered 
"permissive the ~:;e of the metric or of the .de~imal · system 
.. 
of weights and.-measures" •. Two·· years later, in 1873, the 
use of' the metric~ system for commerce and trade was 
legalize~ by the Weights and .Measures Act. 
The decision for. Canada to abandon the im~erial 
system and convert to the metric 'system in all aspect~ of 
-
canadian measurement was.not an.e~s~ one. Although canada 
. •• ·- · I> 
---
. 
. '·>. 
' 
~ · · 
.. ~ 
j 
--
·; 
~· .. 
•, · 1 ~ 
' ~ .\"\ ' .. .., ~ . ,_ . ' ' 
' ' " 
. • . 
•· ·. 
had close cultural and historical ties with Britain, a 
country which had adopted·the metric system in 1965, its 
econotby was more dependent on the United st'ates, a country 
which did not opt for metric conversion. Canada had to 
decide whether to wait for the United States to convert to 
metric or_ to le~d the way in the metric conversion of 
North Amer~a. 
In 1970, t,he canadian Parliament .. decided unaniinously 
that Canada should adopt the metric system of measurement • 
In January, the White Paper on Metric Conversion in canada 
.... '\ . 
I (1970:5) was presented 
---
to' Parliament ·outlining general 
policy concerning metric conversion. It stated·that: 
~ 
The-GoVttrnment believes that · adoption of the 
metric system of measurement is ultimately 
inevitable -- and d~sirable for .Canada. It 
would view with concern North ~erica 
remaining as an inch-pound island in an 
otherwise metric world a position which 
would be in.confliqt with ·canadian industrial 
and trade interests ' and commercial policy 
objectives. 
+. 
In order to · · initiate the process of metric 
conversion in canada, the document' (p. 22) proposed that: 
·r 
(i) A full-time -Preparatory 
Commission will be appointed to 
.advise upon and coordinate 
-overall planning of the e con-
version process. 
(ii) The projected Standards Council 
.of Canada will be given respons-
. ibility to develop · . and 
--
coordinate· J?lanning and 
preparation for conversion in 
industry; including · change t_o 
metric standards. 
19 
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In June of 1971, an Order-in-council established a 
Metric Commission ~hat eventually proposed a plan for 
metric conversion. . The plan consisted .of four phases: · 
. ( 1 ). Investigation ( 1974); ( 2) Planning ( 1974-75); 
(3) Scheduling (1975-76); and (4) Implementation (1975-
80) . 
Canada.has now progressed through all four ph~~es of-
\ 
the metric conversion plan. How successful we have been 
in converting the general population to SI has yet- to be 
determi~:ted. 
• 
Teaching the Metric System 
To Elementary Students 
Jsince the late 1960's, many studies have been 
conducted to determine the most--effec~ive way of teaching 
the metric system of measurement. Studies by McFee 
(1968), Hervey (1980), and~Marburger (1976) addressed tne 
..... .--- \ 
question of how best to ·teach the metric system to 
. 
students who had,.prior knowledge of the imperial system. 
., 
These investigators researched the effects of total 
,-
immersion in the metric system as compared with r~lating . 
• the metric system to the imperial system of measu~ement. 
Although the three 
research design, all 
independent studies differed in 
/ 
concluded that both/ methods 
., three 
' 
were equally effective· in improving .. the I metric abi~ity of· 
-·· 
. -
·,· 
.. 
-
... 
~ ;~.··r~' -.- . • I , ' 
~ .. 
i"-~:.: ' 
.. 
•; 
.. 
.. 
w ... . •• ' 
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intermediate students whose previous knowledge of measure-
ment was that of the imperial system. 
today, in canada, the method of teach!~~ m~tric 
' measures by relating them to imperial measures is· no 
• longer relevant. ·The canadian school environment as it . 
relates to measurement is such that knowledge of the 
imperial system is no ·long_er taught. Thus, in canada, 
total. immersion in the metric. system is considered the 
only practical method bf teaching the measurement system 
to.today's qhildren. 
•• \ Over the past decade; researchers have been turning 
.· . 
-
their attention to the· ·most appropriate immersion method 
for teaching metric sa that s~udents will have a better 
. 
understanding of the measurement • system • •Rees ( 1975), 
.. 
wo.rking with a group of grade four,.: students, investigated 
the ' effects· of four different teaching strategies for 
presenting the mdtric system. Her four modalities 
co'nsisted of: ( lJ.. a visual p\:-e~entatiort:; ( 2) an auditoty 
presentation; (3) a kinesthetic-tactile presentation; and 
(4) VAK-t (a combination of activities selected from the 
L found that metric first 
\ \~ 
three . presentations.). Rees 
resUJ.ts following 
.,. 
s~qnificantly lower 
tactile, ~nd VAK-T. 
in equivalent results. 
·,·. 
.. 
the auditory . presentation were 
' than ~hose for visual, kinesthetic-
These latter three methods· resulted 
' . 
·.· . . ! 
· .. 
-
• 
. I 
' I 
' 
l 
t 
.. 
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. ' Smith (1980) studied the effect$ of teaching linear 
measurement skills to grade on~~and (twp students through 
manipulative, graphic, and abstract instruction. 
Manipula t_i ve instruction involved the use of concre~ · 
materials; graphic instruction made use of pictures, 
-filmstrips, and charts; while abstract instruction 
provided verbal explanation of skills. The researcher 
concluded that manipulative and abstract -methods of 
instruction produced similar results which were 
significantly better than graphic instruction. 
Hildreth (1981) studied the effects of estimation 
I 
metric 'achievement of intermediate 
I 
strategies · on the 
students. Half of the sample · po~ulation were taught to . 
use appropriate estimation strategies, whfle the remaining 
. . 
students were taught to use a guess-and-check approach • 
Hildreth discovered that stuqents who were taught 
appropriate estimation strategies exhibited a greater 
degree of strategy use than the SUbjects taught by the 
guess-and-check method. 
In an attempt to ideritif~ · the appropriate grade 
levels ·at which various aspects of the· metric system 
~ 
should be taught~ ,Bergmann (1973) developed ·a teachin~ 
unit and proceede"d to teach' the various metric. skills to 
students in gra~es three through six. · Analysis of his 
' test results suggested the fol~owing grade placement of · 
., 
metric skills: , 
I_ i , • . . .. . 
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1. Grade 
\. 
three 
#' 
-
meaning of l~ngth, volume, and · 
mass, the organization · of the 
metric system by multiples of 
ten, as well as simple conversion 
skills. 
2. Grade four 
3. Grade five 
concepts 
volume. 
of area and cubic 
conversions between metric units 
and decimals. 
4. Grade six · - all metric units and conversion 
skills. -/ 
The above findings seem to support the assertion 
... 
made by curriculum developers that children· learn and 
. ..... 
unde~stand concepts much better when they are expose~ to 
concrete, manipulat~ve methods of instruction. 
Teaching the Metric System To Preservice 
and Inservice Teachers 
• 
• 
Since the responsibility for educating children in 
; -~..; 
the area of metric knowledge lies heavily on educators~ it 
' is·~~ssential that teachers think ~etric. For this to 
• become a reality, teachers must be thoroughly familiar 
with the metric system . ' . of measurement and be prepared ~o 
teach ·it in such a manner that • they . encourage their · 
students, also, to 'think m~tric. t' 
A nwnber of· studie~ _-·have examined preservice and 
~ . ,:, .. 
inservice education in the metric system. Tate (1977) 
concluded that, ~ith respec~ · to general metric knowledge, 
lecture/demonstration, · le~tufe/laboratory, and mediated 
instructional 'st~ategies were all equally effective for .~ 
.. .... 
·-
~ ;....... . 
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teaching the metric system to preservice elementary 
teachers. Wright (1979) compared the metric skills of 
four groups of elementary teachers who were taught metric 
either by video-lecture, video-no lecture, no videq-
lecture, or no video-no lecture method. Wright's findings 
indicated that each teaching method produced a significant 
gatn in knowledge about the metric system. However, the 
results of a retest ten ·months later indicated that the 
. . . 
' ,- ._ 
video-lec~ute groupM~ the only group that did npt have a , 
. ' 
significant loss of metric knowledge. 
·Attivo (1979) working w.i:th Pt:ospective ·teachers 
investigated how various . metric . estintation skill 
·•' 
... . . instruction affected a teaeller's ability to estimate 
metric ·units. Th~ three ins~ructional strategies ·employed 
• 
were (1) a personal reference .unit, (2) a cut or drawn 
unit of reference which was not visible during estimation 
' . 
and ( 3) estimation wit~out using ao exp\icit strate.9Y. 
Attivo ( 1979.. ,_tound that. a personal reference unit was 
sign~ficantly more effective in teaching the metric system 
to prospective teachers than was either a cut or drawn 
unit of reference or no explicit reference. 
· In an attempt to ·'determ~ne the present knowledge of 
't 
preservice and inservice teachers as well as therr gain in 
knowledge ·after metric instruction, Esham. ( 1975.) developed 
a ,self-~~~tructional · metric booklet. 
revealed that the ;. knowledge· level ~ \ 
. ·. ,; . ,• 
-· The pretest scores 
of pteservice and 
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ins·e~vice teachers was below those of general science 
teachers reported in other studies. Posttest scores, on 
the other hand, indicated that there was no significant 
difference in leveL of ' knowledge between the subjects of 
this study and general science teachers of other studies. 
__ ··---ROse ( 1976) evaluated the level of metric knowledge 
of preservice teachers taught by the traditiona~ method 
and a similar group taught by a self-instructional method. 
He found no significant difference in .teacher metric 
w • 
achievement under ·the two methods. He did find, ·however·, 
' 
that teachers with pri.or metric trai~ing performed· better 
. . . ~·· ( 
t~an teachers receiving metric instruction for the first 
time. 
~cGiil (1974) conducted a comprehensi~~~~tu4y in an 
attempt to identify the needs of teachers involved in 
teaching the metr~c system' of measurement. His 
conclusions and recommend~tions were as follows: 
.,. 
1. Teachers are in neeg_ __ . of metric inservice. 
programs. 
2. A study which identifies the factors which 
affect a teacher's ·metric knowledge is needed. 
A study which 
-
examines teachers in parochial 
·schools should be conducted. ; / ~ . 
4. Studies into 'the elementary teacher' s· under-. .. 
. . 
·. 
standing o~ measurement and 
should be conducted • 
_.,.- r' 
~ 
the decimal system 
-. .. ; 
/-
\ 
• 
.{ 
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Although some methods of instruction are more 
. .I 
effective than others, these studies indicate that both 
preservice and · inservice teachers .do experience a gain in 
metric knowledge after a given period of instruction. 
J\ Teache~ Attitude Tg~ard the Metric . System 
1he successful teaching of the metric system or any ~ 
other content area often hinges· · on the '"attitude of 
teachers t ·oward the topic. If teachers have acquired a 
positive attitude toward metric, . then it is highly 
I ~ 
probable that this same attitude ·will be ·· reflected in 
.--their students. Devies (1977) pointed to this association 
when his study concluded that there was a positive 
' 
relationship between ·student achievement and retention on 
a metric unit and student perception of teacher attitude 
toward the metric system • . 
Scott (1977) concluded that ~dministrators, as well 
r 
as elementary and secontlary teachers, exhibited a 
fl- ~- •' 
favorable at~itude toward the metric system, ~er~ in fa~or 
,. ·~ 
• • I 
I • • 
. ··· 
J:· 
., 
j 
of implementing the measurement system into the school ~ 
curric.ulum, and possessed a·".. general 
. . . 
knowledge "of t~e 
metric system. He -also found that subjeqts with a prior 
knowledge of the metric system di~played a more positiv~, 
atti~ude than those subj~cts exposed :o the syste~o_r the . 
first time. McGill (1974) also noted that a teache~ 
level of metric knowledge was directly relat~d : to the 
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teacher's attitude-----toward the system. McGfll determined 
such-as age, sex, level of 
education·,. grade ta ght, and years of teaching· experience 
• 
·- -~ li~tle if any influence on a teacher.' s attitude toward 
. 
. 
the metric system. 
Hess and Shrigley ( 1981) reported the effe'Ct. ·of 
I 
I 
three modes of teaching the metric system to preservice 
~/ 
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elementary teachers on t:eacher attitude toward ~he metric· · 
The researcqers acknowledged that gaming, 
modular, and expqsitory approaches tg_ teaching the metr.i,c : 
'sy:teln. prod~ced similar results ·in metric attitude. Tate 
· ( 19,77) pointed out that . reg~rdle~s. of ·.· instructional· 
strategies used to · teach the · metric system, preservice 
• I 
teachers who wer~ moderately favorable toward the sy~tem 
..... - , 
displayed no significant attitude change toward metric 
after the instructional peri~d. 
Esham 
and inservice teachers to 
metric system . '\ streu.gthened 
metric system and its use. 
exposure.of pr~~ervice 
measuring activities in ' the 
... 
their attitude to~ard the 
In conclusion, research tends. to indicate that the 
more knowledgeable a teacher is of the metric system ·the 
mq_re Positive his/her attitude toward the system will be." 
'l'his, in turn, leads to a .more pos~tive _attitude' of 
·his/her students toward the top_ic. If students possess a 
favorable attitud~, 
it; 
' -· . 
. . 
thert it is more likely that they will 
.. ' 
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readily understand, 
their daily lives. 
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learn, and app~y the metric system in 
, 
Student Achievement in' Mathematics 
and Selected Variables 
'l'his review of the related literature in the areas . 
of student achievement and sex .of student~, size of 
school, teacher experience, and teacher courses in 
mathematics and science will focus prl.marily · on 
mathematics achievement and not metric achievement, for _. 
metric .research in.these areas has been extremely limited • 
Sex )/ Students '::= 
~andhawa and Hunt (·1984) analyzed 'the results on the 
Canadian Test of Basic Skills for a group of grade'' fOU.J:') 
. . 
seven, and ten students in Western Canada. Data analysis 
' examined sex differences as well as urban/rural 
differences. 
Amongst Jthe grade seven sample, the ~searchers 
found· that while females · per-formed significant.ly better 
than males on the Reading, Spelling, Capitalization, 
Punctuation., and Usage 
., . subtests, males outp!rformed 
females on the mathematics problems·and concepts "~tests. 
Subskills analysis of both matnematics problems and 
mat~ematics concepts indicated
1
that males we~e suP8rior to 
females in four out of the six subskills • Slmilar 
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• 
findings were reported for grade ten students, while grade 
four students .displayed no significant 'gender difference 
in mathematics problems sections of the test. 
Randhawa and Hunt thus concluded --that there appears 
to be a significant male superiority in mathematics at the 
grade seven and grade ten level and that the differences 
' appe~r to be developmental. 
Marshall (1982),. while studyin~ sex differences in 
solving story problems among sixth.grade students, .found 
29 
. ( 
tha~ although there was a general- weakness in students •· 
ability to solve story problems, boys did perform better · . 
-tha.n -girls. However, 
computation skills. 
' 
girls OJ.ltperforined boys on 
Lloyd ( 1983) examined sex differences in six math 
· ...... ---
t _opics .for ~ s~ple of students. from grades three to six • 
-Analysis of the data · revealed that there was a significant 
gender effect in three of the · six context . areas. ' These 
r 
and were. Numeration and N~er System; Decimals, currency 
' _,...._ ... 
Percent; and Geomet~;-and Measuremerlt~ 
I IneqUfiities; _Whole N~ (\nd Fractions the gender. 
4 • ~ 
difference was not significant. jFor the three areas where . 
- statistical .· difference ~as- d!splay~d , males P,erformed 
For · Equatiqns an~ . 
. 
differ~nce in males' and females' achievement in .·, · 
. h i i i .) mat emat cs s a top c that has received much attention· 
\ o~er the -years. Research findings ' into the relationship 
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...,.-, ' . 
between sex and ma~hematics performance 1 have not always 
, 
been consistent. 
that there is . a 
However, research does seem to indicate ) t..A) . 
change in mathematics pe{formance with 
... 
age, and that the change tends to favour the male sectlbn, 
' ~· of the population.· Whether these differences are related 
to gender or whether 'other variables account for the 
.. 
differences .# the has yet between sexes to be determined. · 
• 
' -•' ...,. (, ... . ~ 
Size of School 
It has long · been· recognized that larger sc~oo1s .,.,. . ·\ 
.. 
.. 
which offer better facilities, .,mere · specialize~ -
. , ' . 
. ' 
,
0 instruction, and more qualifi.ed teachers graduate students 
whose achievement is supe.rior • to that of students . 
graduatin~ from smaller .schools wh~e the work load of'the 
' teacher often prevents an in-depth study of various 
. ' ~ 
subjects. This weakness of small schools is addressed by 
. . 
Warren ( 1967) .and ·Kitchen ( 1·967) who independently studied 
' .. 
' . factors which · affected the educat-ional" output of 
Newfoundland ch~ldren. 
Kimble (1976) investigated the degree to which 
vari.ous factors affected student achievement. The size of 
the schoo~ the students attended was one of the var;ables 
studied. At ~he senior'level in.high schoo~, Ki~le found 
~ ~ 
that no significant ~if~~rence exis\~d between achievement 
·based on the size of the schoo7. However, at the . • 
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sophomore level, students from larger high schools 
._J 
·perfo~d better than students from smaller schools. 
" 
Teacher Experience .· 
· In an effort to analyze the effects of teacher 
qualifications on grade ten mathematics achievement in 
Aiberta,.Lindstedt (1960) found that teacher experience 
signifiQantly • affected student results. More 
-. '\, 
specifically, he found that tea~~ers with ten or more 
ye~rs 0~ experie~c~ . p~odu:ed be)~e! student results than 
teachers with lJss expetience and when years of training 
were ,q>mbined '~th yeaJ:S , o'f e:~e~ienQe 1 teacher COmpe.tei)Ce 
, 
• was noticeably increased. 
... 
-
. .. 
Teacher Courses'· in Mathematics and Science 
The p,reservice education of ' a teacher often , 
influences ehe educat~onal output of his/her -students. In 
.. 
an effort fo·analyze the .effects of ,teacher qualificati~ns 
~ ~ I .1> ' - · 
on grade nine mathematlcs achievement in Alberta, 
' ,_ 
Lindstedt fi960) reported that teachers with a stronger 
mathematics-science background - had pupils whos·e - final 
. ,.. 
math~stics results were ~superior to those pupils whose 
.teachers . were 
• 
. I 
not' as widely versed in ma\thematics and 
science. 
_ .....
.. . 
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. , 
;' ' From the above, it may be \concluded. th~t · the present •. 
I . , /~ • . . 
s~~ool system favors males in larger school enviro~ents 
" 
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,I . l 
.. , ~-
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'taught by mor~ experienced teachers who have strong mathe-
matics-science backgrounds. 
Metric Achievement and 
Selected Variables 
32 
The variables relating to metric achievement · 
. reviewed in this section are:' sex of students; teacher 
I 
·courses in mathematics and science; exposure to the metric 
·. system; and mathematical achievement • . 
.. 
sex of Students 
One of t~e first 
' 
comprehensive studies of metric 
... 
education conducted in Canada was that by Willlams (197.8) • . 
/ Williams 
. \ . 
conducted a comparative study of th·e metric · 
skills of intermediate students in Calgary_, ~lberta 1 and 
\ 
Spokane, Washington. The major purpose of Williams' study 
wa~ to delermi~e if ·differing federal . policies conce~ning 
.. -. . , 
the metrication process in Canada, and the ·u·nited states t 
I • 
affected the metric achievement of intermediate students. 
.. 
Williams' study consisted of_ two major functions. The 
·--
first\'(_as to establi~h a~ test of rt!etrlc achievement that 
was su~able for Aifth and sixth- grade student.. The 
\ 
second was \ to u\e this 
. the comparat~ye · study. 
\. 
~Williams investigated the 
' 
evaluation instrument to conduct 
During the course of this study 
• • < 
effect of sex on overall metric 
... 
achievement. His f _indinqs indica.te'd that there was no v 
t 
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siqnificant·difference between the metric achievement of 
boys and girls. 
Teacher courses in Mathematics and Science 
• Esham (1975) attempted to determine the present 
knowledge -of preservice and inservice teachers as well -as 
. 
their gain in knowledge after metric instruction. After 
\ < 
examining preservice and inservice teacher results on the 
. -- the more McFee Metric Test (MMT), Esham realized that 
' 
mathematics and science courses a teacher had completed, 
t~e better his/her results on the MMT. Esham concluded 
that the best predictors of metric achievement in .. 
-f,,. 
descending order were the number ofJ'semester 9ours of 
mathematics and the number o~ seme~r hours of science . 
completed by each teacher • 
• 
' • , 
Exposure to t~e Metric System 
' . - -· Williams ( 1978) - also attempted · to determine the 
effects of inservice training on teacher metric · achieve-
men~. He found that teachers with more . ins~rvice tra~ning 
~ 
. 
i~ metric ~performed significantly better on the ~illiams' 
. .... Test bf Metric Skills than teachers with less· inservi~e 
training. • 
.. 
Furtfier evidence which supports prev~ous exposure to 
. . 
the metric system as a · positiv~ indicator of metric· 
. 1 
,,, . 
achievem,nt can be found in a 6tudy conducted by "Ro'se 
.. 
I 
. .. 
•. 
' 
' ' 
\ 
!_. 
'\ / 
.. 
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(1976). Rose found that students who had prior knowledge 
of the metric system performed significantly·be~r on the 
intuitive section of the MMT than students . receivi~ 
instruction for the first ·time. scott (1977) ~ound that 
prior knowledge of tije metric system positively affected 
-the attitudes of his subjects toward the topic. 
It can be conqluded that the greater the exposure to 
the metric system, the better is one's _knowledge. of the 
system and the more positive is one's attitude toward the 
topic:. 
Matbematica1 Achievement ~ : , . 
·) McFee ( 1967) and Slobojan • ( 1974) . compared two 
strategies for tyachlng metric to elementary school 
students. Although these i'nd~pendent studies varied in 
' 
research design, both suggested that the best predictor of 
. . 
metric achievement was mathematical ability. Houser , 
( 1975) ; studying the 
'· 
metric 
till 
achievement • of preserv ice 
teachers, found results supporting those of 
Slobojan and McFee. 
H~ss a~d Shr igley ( 19.81) , on the other hand, · ,did not 
support these findings. Their study of· preservice 
elem~ntary teachers indicat;ed that there was· no 
significant difference in metric knowledge between low ·and 
high mathema~c.s ach~evers. 
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On balance, 
, 
it 
t 
might'- be concluded from .the above 
discussion that the best predictor of . metric achievement 
will. be the general mathematical ability of the student. 
' 
Summary 
.. 
It is clear from the review of the literature that 
. 
over the past decade ~uch emphasis haS ·.been placed upon 
various methods of teaching the metric system,· as well as 
\ 
on attitud4;!s toward this system of measurement. · Very · few 
studies have attempted to investigate the resul.ts of 
~ 
... 
converting from the • imperial system to the measurement 
' 
metricvaystem. "" 
';['his study attempts to determine how successful 
..._ 
students have been in adjusting to the- metric system of 
meas~rement. Research indicates that 'in the present 
35 
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scho9l system males in larger school settings taught by ..,.,.. .. 
# 
· ? mo' experienced teachers who have.a strong mathematics-
science•.background will perform best in ... metric. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
; 
The major purpose of this study was to examine the 
. 
overall metric achievement of a sample of students 'in a 
. 
selection of Newfoundland schools. Before proceeding with 
' ~he initia\ study it was necessary to identifl and modify 
a metri_g_ achievement test suitable for Newfoundland 
students. Furthermore ~_, ,an appropriate gra~e level had to 
be chosen so ~hat, sele~'ted variables wd~ld be signifi_pant 
at that particular level. · 
'· 
Selection of a Metric Evaluation Instrument 
.. 
A problem Which confronted the ·present re~e~rc~er 
was the lack of availab~lity o! ~tandardized metric 
' 
achievement test for students. At the time of this study, 
there did not exist a standardized metric a·chievement test 
in Canada or .the United States. However, various • 
researchers had constructed evaluation ins_truments to 
, 
-
collect and analyze data on the topic of metrication. 
One of the first to 
- in'(restigated ' th~ result:s 
do 
of 
so was McFee . ( 1968 )·, who 
' • • A teaching the metri:'c system 
·tiT 
.._ , ,- .. I l 
. '· 
I 
' 
> 
simultaneously with imperial measures and teaching .the 
. . . . v 
metric system~ . without referE;DCe to imperlal~ measure' To/ 
con~uct hts study, McFee found it necessary to develop~ . 
. . / f ·' 
instrument that would measure metric achievement. With .. _. 
/ 
.. 
'. t 
• J 
. 
' 
: • i . . 
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.:r • - -. • , 1 , - :. .:-··· .1 •• • 
~ener_al science students as his subjects, 
McFee . de an instrument which consisted of three 
componen-ts : A general Proficiency section, (b) A 
Manipulative s tion, and (c) An Intuitive section. Both 
content validity and reliability were determined for the 
37 
.... instrwnent. 
since 1968 "' a· number of inYestigators " have used 
McFee's Metric Test, while others such as -Pigford (1975), 
--have developed their own ~instruments to serve differing 
.. . 
' ( program object~es. The purpose of Pigford • s study was_.....to 
. / 
., 
investigate -the' ~ffects of teaching measurement and 
• 
estimation in metric units to preservice. elementary 
teachers; · using . two 
evaluation instrument 
. 
<lifferent . methods. 
~ 
was divided into 
Pigford's 
-· four general 
" 
skills: .Ja) Select-Units, (b) ..... . -Reading· Measur~~ent 
Instr~ents, (c) Converting Units, and (d) ~timating 
Quanti ties. 
Another test 
" ~ 
of metric. achievement was constructed 
by Richm~nd ( 1982) • . In an attempt to measure the metric 
achievement of sixth graders, · Richmond des.igned 
•' 
a test 
I 
metric concepts.presented in : · which contained the major 
~ :; ' 
el~entary school mathematics textbooks used in the United 
\ 
states i'n 1982. 
The Williams' 'Test of Metric Achievement was · devised 
by Will~ams (1978), who undertook a comparative study .of 
.._.. 
the metric skills of grade five and grade six students in 
. • . . 
.. 
. , 
. 
. ' . 
·· .. - ·. . 
l .. · . ...... ' . 
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~ Calgaey, Alberta, and Spokane, Washington. 
divided his instrument into four c.omponents: 
Williams 
(a)- . Us~ of 
" . .. t • 
Units and Symbols, (b) Estimation, ( c ·) Measurement, and 
(d) Conversion Skills. Both content valid! ty and 
reliability were determined for Williams' Test of Metric 
Skills. 
The present researcher chose Williams •· Test of 
Metric Skills as the most approp~iate · .evaluation 
-~nstrument. ' ..  , This was done for a n\,Jinber of reasons: 
1) Williams' test of metric achievement-was devised 
for ~ intermediate <:• st~dents, ·with Canadian · 
'· 
students as part of the sample, and 
2) T~~ present mathematics program taught . in · 
Newfoundland_ schools is Math Is I • In this 
course, students are exposed to a measurement · ... 
• • 
strand on metric which explores .~he concepts of 
t length, mass, vo+ume, temperature, _conversion, 
measurement, est.imation, as well as t.he-use of 
and symbols. These are the components of ~ 
•· Skills. 
~--. - ~ .. .....- . 
Williams' Instrument 
In- developing his test, Williams commenced by est a:.. 
blishi·ng a list of performance objectives. These 
......,. 
ob~ectives were obtained, using the hierarchy of measure-
ment skills deduced from an analysis'-. of the. measu;ing . 
,--. 
... 
I ' 
~ •'"i- ,. ' : ~ ·~\ , • 
~o · • . 
•. . 
"' r 
" 
.• I 
' 
, 
\ 
' 
an elemenj~ scipnce --sequence - in program,. more 
specifically identified as ~S~c~i_e_n_c~e~----A~=P=r=o~c=e=s=s~A.P.P~r~o~a=c~h 
( SAPA). 
After completion of the hierarchy of . measuring 
..... 
skills, Williams began the task of coding the hierarchy 
using metric as the measurement unit. For this he used a 
three-unit sequence: number, letter, number.· 
Williams' test items were based on four general 
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estimation, direct and indire~t measurements, as ~;11 as 
• 
• 
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the sele.ction of units and use of symbols. Thus the f .irst 
numbe~designated one of these fo~r general skills. 
The first letter identified the assigned hierarchal level, 
. 
or degree_of difficulty within the general skill: 
' 
A. Identifies the ty.ghest expec;:~ed level of 
competence 
B. The next subordinate level 
c. The next lower level 
• 
D. The lowest -expected level. \ 
The secona number identifie~ a specific skill within the 
general .skill. 
Using this three unit sequence, Williams coded the 
hierarch{ of metric skills- undet the headings of: 
\ . 
~· .. ~' ;; ~ - - . i . ' 
J L, ... _ , _ · ·~~ ( ~~lt-')i;~~;", · ~ . ,· ·;~~:~, &, :~_,; , •: , .:'\~'" < ' :' , ': ,,. , ' < ;-. ," - .: ,. , ; . 
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1 . Conversion within am:l between systems. For 
example, lB3 - Identify a metric measurement as 
a given. ratio of a'stated metric measurem~nt. 
Familiarity wi~ units and estimati6n. _F~r 2. 
,_ 
example, 2c1 - Relate a specified object to any 
metric or British unit. 
3 • Direct and indirect measurement. For example, 
/ 3A1 - Make indirect measurements in the metric 
system fo,r re9}1lar and irregular figures or 
objects. \ 
4. Selecti~n o~uni ts and use of symbols. For 
example, 41\1 Select tlte most accurate and/ or 
• • the most convenient unit for a g1 ven measurement 
.task. 
Williams compiled a large ,;number of items 
specifically designed to cover the implied objectives of 
the hierarchy. The content of the test items dealt with 
--· . 
length t volume, mass, and • temperature. All ~ " test items 
were multiple choice items and the five choice format was 
.,_ employed. 
Using a panel of six exper.~s knowledgeable in both-
test construction and the metric system, the test items 
were coded for validation. Only those items that were . 
, , -. -- -
. . 
coded similar~y by five of the six experts· were used .to 
develop the initial test inst;ument. ,.,. • 
• , -4 
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The initial instrument was then pilot tested ~o .. 
further refine it. ~he students wlia completed t,he 
' I 
Williams' test also completed the McFee Metric Test, with 
I 
a .corr;E!lation coefficient of 0. 7-tJ. Williams concl~ded 
/ 
changes · in the wording of some items, and in the format of 
I 
some of the i terns :in the measurement section. of thE!" test. I .. . 
' I Williams thus finalized his test of metric· skills. · ...  
• 
Procedure EmploYjd to Modify 
the Williams'· In trument 
' ~ 
Before the present researcher adrttinistered Williams' 
Test of Metric Skills, it ·Was necessary to· estaq).ish the 
content ·1 validity of · the test . as ~ t pertained to the 
students of Newfoundland and· the objectives of. the 
t' • 
curriculum· of the school system f9r the Province. The 
)esearcher - ~· ·undertook • . . a · three~fo~d procedure to ensure 
content v~lidity . First,t the williams' Test of Metric 
· Skills was pilot 'tested with a sample group of grade seven 
student'- Any test item that .was answpred incorrectly by 
• 
•• . . . ~ · . ~ 
" ~ .; .~.:;.-- :; ~·.;·~.~ ',:.y .... ( . . .. · . .'· >'·· ··.; •. .' '-'~·-·; ·, .· .... . ~- ·"·~ ' '~:~ : .. ;_,, ·.··> . • . ,, ., . . . . ,,_, . . ' ' 
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. .., .. \-- . I 
100 percent of the 
4t) 
students was changed, as was any item 
that was answe·red correctly .by 
students. ~\ After completion of 
the 
the 
same percentage of 
test by the pilot 
group, the researcher · chatted inf~rmally with the students 
about the test to .obtain feedback on any particular items , · . 
,r' or .word grouping~ wi. thin the test which may have pre~Anted 
.... - ,, ... 
-'Second, William~_·. .Xest -~as presented to a / , 
panel of six persons: a mathematics consultant·, a science 
consultant, two mathematics professors at ·Memorfal 
' ., 
J University. of Newfoundland, and two mathematics teachers. 
-· Each inembert was asked to verify each answer Qn the test,· 
note any ambiguous items or items that m,aY not pertain to ... .. 
, 
the Newfoundland sett~ng I and to conunent on ·any item ~ 
• 
) 
within the test that may cause problems for Newfoundland 
studerits. Further comments and sugges~ions wer~ inv~d • 
Third 1 the test w1ls evaluated · ·by ten _grade 
- .. 
seven teachers who had taught the measurf;!ment strand in 
~ 
Math IS I. Each teacher was asked to indicate whether 
each i tern in the test measured simp·ly knowledge or both 
knowledge and· understanding. Th~ wer~'. ~lso invited to I. . ~-
comment on the suitability of each item for Newfoundland 
• 
students who had completed grade seven: To help determine 
proficiency, the panel o~ teachers was asked to indicate 
, 
I 
the approximate percentage of stuaents who should answer 
correctly each item. . , / 
..--'~----" 
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• 
-- -· Modification of Wi:L:Liams' Instrument ' 
-· 
:~. 
,. 
? . • 
--
• 
[ ' 
. 
.· 
-
-
I 
As a of the iJlformat.io~ o~tained from the 
. p.ilot study and the professional ana:Ly~is :'-...~he following 
I '--- ' - -.... ~ 
alterations were made to WTMS: 
1. Since fractions are not used\ in teaching metric 
measurement, all fractions were delete~ arid replaced by 
I 
:~ecima:L nUmerals. ' (The fractional n rals \ used were not 
a correct response .in any est items in which ' 
t;hey appeared. ) -
2. One i tern which was not ppropriate f.or the 
.... , 
Newfoundland environment was t'ep:taced y a similar i tern 
• I 
( 
, more relevant to the Newfoundland s~tting . ~Part B-
. 
Es'timation,. Number 6.) .. - .-
,, 
3. sfrice the time of Williams' stutiy, the symbol 
~ 
for litre has changed from a lower case 1 to an upper case 
...... 
' - ) -
L. Thus -the correct response to question four under Part 
. . 
A of· WTMS was changed from ml to mL. 
4. I ' Conversion Skills, Part . D of WTMS, contained 
. . 
only eight items' which were so:Lely metric : related. 
.# f""\ I 
· . remaining'· fou~ items inves~igated'tQe _r.elat~onship between 
The 
.. . --
·. 
' ,the imperial sy&t&IJI_A~~d the metric ~ystem. I To retain the ' 
( \.}balance in . a:Ll ' ~ur sections of the metiric test, fo~r 
! ·- ' 
' 1 terns pertai!l~:lo:lely to the metric · sys~em were added. 
. I 
-~· .' I Two of the items added . rel~ted . to mass, ile. the topics ,. ,_ 
-· of length and volq.me each' r·ecei ved one i 
' . . . 
em. No item 
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44 
relating· I tQ temperature was· iqcluded since metric 
conversion does not apply to temperature. 
5 •. Th~ _  four items relating to the relationship 
between the imperial system and the metric system were 
included under a fifth section entitled "Part E .. - Relating 
' I'rial and Metric: Measures". 
' -
• J 
.. 
Tpble of Specifications 
... 
In ~-::r;:d.er to 
.. ~ ' 
. . .. ·. 
.. •· 
various areas of 
determine . student ,proficien~ in the : '-. 
! . ' - ') 
table 'of . metric measurement·, 
' . 
,• 
J 
a 
-. -
spec if ication.s · was established for WTMS. t., The modi£ ied 
'\ 
format ·of'Wil.liams' test consisted of 52 items-, four of 
which are ·not contai~ed in the table of spec if !cations. ,. 
' · 
These four i terns relateS~ the imperial systerg to the metric 
system and. -since students ,are not t~~ the relationship 
between. these two . sy~tems, they.- are not included in 
determining student proficiency. • 
o • I 
.. . 
WTMS' consisted of 48 • items, divided equally under: ' 
-(a) Use of Units and. Symbols; Or) Estimation S.Js.ills ; (c) 
_.,. 
. Mea.surement'~ Ski,l~~s ;.. and · _(f.) · conve~~io-n Skll~.s. . 11te • 
content criteria ) covered- in the test _ items wexe length, -
. ' . 
I \ - . 
volume; mass, ' and temperature . 
~ . . 
~complete·. tab~~ specifications :or 
Table 1 outlines the 
. . -./ 
the ·.t~st used in ·this 
.study. . ' • - '-
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Content 
Length 
Volw.e 
Maaa 
.'f~Jmperature 
'- . \ 
TOTAL 
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1\ Table 1 
Table of Specifications for Williams' 
Test of Metric Skills 
Units and 
Symbols 
6 
\~ 
3 
0 
12 • 
Estimation 
Skills . 
4 
3 
2 
3 
• 12 
~ 
., 
• 
• 
Measurement Conversion 
' Skills Skills 
4 3 
4 5 
.. 
2 4 
2 0 
12 12 
" 
• 
·Tab!e of Proficienc~ Levels 
45 
, 
Totals 
17 
15 
11 
5 
--
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~ ~ . . ~ The proficiency levea f<lr each su.b'section and the 
~·. . ' 
-- . (;> .,. 
.! 
• 
• 
~ . . 
various·· content areas. of Williams' Test"'\bf. Metric Skills · --
. ' 
were,dete~ined by a panel of ten gr~de seven -teachers • . 
. . ~ - ' .· . 
The teachers on the panel were selected from those who had 
~ . -
. . . . ~ 
taught the metric strando in .Math ts I in the ·19b4-85 
. 
school ~year, the fJirst--- year the new matft P._r;ogram which 
.. 
. ' . focused in detail on ' the me~ric system was implemented in 
. . 
Newf~~dland schoc:t.l• ~ - ' ' These ten teachers, who represented· 
six different ,schools, . indicated the approxima~e 
percentage of students .lbo should answer ... correctly each . 
item in the test • 
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The expected mean percentage score fo~ the four 
~ . 
subsections of Williams' test was calculated, as was the 
expected mean score for the content criteria areas of 
" length, volume, mass, and temperature. 
,-·~ ' 
the profici~cy levels expected by 
Table 2 --cts 
the grade seven 
. '-
.... 
teachers for the' yarious topics co~ered ip Williams' Test 
" ---of Metric Skills. •.,. 
• 
· Table 2 
. /.:' 
Proficiency Levels Expected for Williams' 
Test of Metric Skills · 
Subsection 1 -Percentage Content Percentage 
• • 
Units/Symbols 90 .Length 86 
1t 
Estimation 
--· 
78 Volume 75 
Measurement 81 Mass 82 
Conversion , 78 Temperature -84 
Mean for WTMS" 81~5 Mean for WTMS 81.75 
I 
The '~ ~ Selection of a Popula~ion 
The sample for this study was chosen from the 
.. 
population of qrade seven on the Avalon 
Penins.ula. 
of reasons: 
' · 
Grade seven students were chosen for a number 
~ 
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~~~ . . 
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1) In the new Math Is I program presently taught in 
Newfoundland schools, gra~e se~en students are 
2) 
• • • exposed to a measurement str~nd pn metric. ' This 
• 
' strand explores . length, mass, volume, tempera~ure, .clversion skills, measurement, 
• 
estimatiod, as well as the use of units and 
-
symbols. 
I 
These are th~ component~of Williams' 
Test of M~t~c Skills • 
.,7"' ""~- f 
When_ studem_ts\complete grade seve-ri, their under-
standing of the meSdc · .. system should be well 
., ~ 
estabiished as .the ~allowing gradea~ require an 
, 
,. 
application of m~tric knowl~dge • 
3) Since the grade seven math. progr~,· revieWS\ and 
-~ 
extends previously-taught metric knowledge in 
detail, the teacher-related~yariables toward 
student metric knowledge,would tend to be more 
significan~ at this level than any other. 
' 4 j Williams' Test of Metric Skills was de'signed for 
• • c 
. - ~ \-. . 
intermediate students from grades five and six • 
. Thus, the test should be appropriate for a group 
' # of qrad_.e seven students. In fact _, Williams 
.... 
suggests that his test is suitable for use with 
aqes intermediate through adult'\ 
\ 
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• Sample Selection-
The sample far this study was f" chosen from the 
• 
P?PUlation of r -grade seven students on the Avalon 
Peninsula. The information for selecting the 
participating schools was obtained from the Directory of 
Schools: Newfoundland and Labrador, 1984-85. 
on the Avalon Peninsula, there • were eighty-six 
schools which hou'sed grade seven students •. · From this 
t ., 
tota'i number of schools, eighteen schools were rando~ly 
• 
selected. ~he indicator used for size of school was the 
. 
total number of 1students enrolled in grade _seven in each 
school. ·This information .. was obtained from the teacher · 
• questionnaire. 
For ease and efficiency, the Williams' Test of 
Metric Skills was administered -to .... all __ students. in each 
' 
4 
grade seven class within these eighteen schools. ~n 
individual students from each 'class were randomly~· 
selected. The random selection of .11tudents who a~ten~ed \ . 
_on~ p~~cular school ·under the jurisdiction of the Avalon 
:~ . . . 
Consolidated ,School Board for St. John's was limited to 
.. 
. .. ' those students whose parents had consented to the 
\ 
their child's 
) 
mat~ematics score as measured 
canadian Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). ' r~ 
use of 
~Y the 
"'"' The mathematical results on the CTBS was used to 
,. 
indicate a student's mathematical achievement. The 
research question p~rtainin9 to the relationship between \ 
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I 
mathematica~ achieveme~t 
•' t • 
.A9 
and metric achievement was 
• 
... restx:lcted t,p 83 students in the· sample • . This was because 
(a) only grade seven students with the Avalon Consolidated 
School Board for St. John's had been administered the CTBS 
and (b) parefrtal consent ',was required .. for 
..., 
the release of a 
1.. 
student's score. 
.. 
'"" 
The mathematics ~achfr of each class surveyed was 
" 
• 
• 
~ .... iif~ted to participate by completing a short questionnaire 
pertaining to their teacher preservice and inservice 
training. 
• 
.... 
• The sample. ~onsisted of 380 pupils, _lj' b~ys and 182 
· · girls. This info~ation was obtained by having stude~ts 
.. 
indicate their sex on the answer sheet. A total of 29 
' teachers-completed the teacher questionnaire with. · six of 
these teachers teach~ng two grade seven class • 
• Collection of the Data ~ 
Ali data for the study were collected be~ween March 2 ;' 
1- and ~ - \ March :14 of 1986. It was felt t}\at~ the metric 
t-.. • =· 
strand in the grade seven mathematics program would be 
~ 
completed at this time. 
The metric test was administered ~~ the investigator 
or her research assistant. A routine' set of or~ 
• 
'instructions was developed for this purpose. Although 
' there was no ttme limit for student completion of the 
, ' . ,. 
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metric test, most students were finished in, less than 25 
minutes. .!. 
Treatment of the Data 
The data obtained, ftom the sample were first 
. \ 
analyzed using ._descriptive statistics. In this analysis, 
.. 
the test was divided into categories according to ·the four 
- I '":' 
subsections of the test (Units and Symbols, Estimatio~, 
Measurement, and Conversion) . and the ~opics of length, ~ 
volwne·; --mass, and temperature. . -The statistics' that were 
""" 
,applied to ~e ·su.test scores included rang~, mean, 
, I . . . ~.. .i:..· · 1 • • 
standard error, and· standard deviation. 
' Student metric achievement as it related to the sex 
. I . 
of the children and mathematical achievement scores were 
analyzed using c·orrelation coefficients. Student metric 
achievement as it pertained to size of schoolLcompletion 
of. the mett ic chapter, teacher .:total years of exp!!r ience, 
teacher preservice exposure to the metric system, teaohe~ 
. 
inservice training, and the number of .... ,·mathematics and 
science courses completed by res~ective teachers was 
analyzed using a stepwise multiple regression. 
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Summary 
The Williams' Test of Metric Skills was . selected as 
the most suitable metric achievement test· for this study • 
.. 
After ~rio~~ preliminary analyses, a number of minor 
. 
modifications were made and the modified i~itrument was 
administered t~ a group of grade seven .students on the 
~ Avalon Peninsula .. S~atistical · analysis of the data, 
presented in Chapter 4, either confirmed or .disproved the 
questions posed. 
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chapter 4 
\ 
S~ATISTICAL ANALYSI~ OF THE DATA 
-
The data collected were analy~ed using the 
Statistiqal Package for the Social Sciences ( SPSSX )-. BC?~~ 
.student metric test data and teacher data were submit~ 
for c~inpute~ analysis. · "~e ··student metric test data 
included student results in the four skills and content 
areas of the Williams' Test of Metric Skills. The four 
S.kil~ea~ inVOlVed the USe Of UnitS and SymbOlS 1 and 
• me.asurement, e .stimation, and conver~ion sk+lls • . Th~ 
content areas ~ere length, volume, mass, and temperature. 
The student ·Ktetric test data also contained information 
regarding students' sex, the - size of school the students 
.--. 
attended, whether or not the metric chapter 'in the 
.  
mathematics curriculum, had been completed, and the 
mathematical achievement test scores of the students as 
measured the canadian Test of Basic Skills. 
. ·• 
The beacher data included ~nformation ~egarding 
years of experience, amount of inservice 
- \ -
_. , mathematical and science qu~li~.~~~~ons, and 
the~metric system during pr~eerv. %e training; 
training,. 
• exposure to 
The researcher establ1 ed· critical values of 0. 0 5 - .. 
for analysis ~f studen~ -~tric data · results with the 
. 
. ~ 
. factors of sex, a~d si~e of sch.ool, 'c;:hapter. completed, and 
. mathemat~cal achievement. Student metric data results 
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53 
correlated .wi~h teacher 'var!ables were 
.. 
also assigned 
critical values of 0.05. 
,, 
,. 
J 
Research 'Questions 1. 
As previously stated, the reseLher sou9ht 
¥ 
.to 
answer ,... the following ~e-~~concerning metric 
education: 
1. How proficient are grade seven stude~ts in their 
use of units and symbols,. estimation, . measurement, 'and 
' ~ 
conver~~on skills as measured ·by Williams' Test of Metric 
skills (WTMS)? 
,-· .... 
2. How p~oficient are grade seven students in their 
understanding of length, -mass, volume, and. temp~rature as 
--measured by WTMS? 
() 
., 
3. Is there a significant difference in metric 
I 
achievement between boys and girls in the various sub--
sections and content areas of WTMS? 
?I 4. Is there a correlation between student mathe-
matical achievement as measured by the • Canadian Test of 
Basic ~kills -and student jmetric achievement? 
S. · Is there a relationsh~p betwee~student metric 
achievement and completion of the metric chapter in Math 
!!_!? 
6. Is there a relationship between s ize of school 
... 
and student met~ic achievement as measured by WTMS? 
t~ - ;.~~~;) ." - • , ·· • • ~ ~-~- -~1. ;. ~ ~~ •t :\\{ - ~ ~, .. - ... ~-~l.;: ~·<:,.~ ~ .. ~-~~;\;~~· .. :-: -- ~ ~ ~ ~" ).. . · . ·..... ~ t,l .- - • "I 
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7. Is there a relationship between teachers' 
mathematical _ and acience qualifications and their 
. 
respective students' metric achievemtnt? 
•' a. Is.there a relationship between the amount ~f 
' inservice metric training re~iv~dt by teachers and their 
respective students' metric achievement? , .. 
9. Is there a relationship between ~udents' metric 
achievement and number of years of teaching experience of 
their teachers? 
.. 
. 10. Is there ·!~:"relation~J'lip between students' metric 
achievement and the exposure of their teachers to the 
~etric system during their pr~service training? 
.,....-· - .. -
Descriptive ' Analvsis Gf Data 
The descriptive statistics of range, mean, standard 
,, 
error of the mean, and standard deviation for the various 
sections of WTMS are contained ~Table 3. An examination 
of these statistics reveals considerable variation among 
, 
grade seven students in their understanding of the various 
elements of the metric system of measurement. 
· The four subsections of WTMS, namely, 
' ; .. -- . : .. " t"J ... 
• ' f -:r; 
I 
·symbols, estimation, measurement, and conversion skills 
,.· . , · ., 
each contained twelve pos~ible 
these subsections in descen 
spores indicate~t students 
• 
of units and symbols followed 
and finally conversion skills. 
Ranking 
a cording to mean 
• 
A mean score 
in1a:he area 
estimation, 
of 4.076 out 
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Table 3 
. Descriptive Statistics for the Var-ious Sections of WTMS (N = 380) 
t ' 'T 
'\ 
. 
.I [j Test Variable POSSJ.b1e , ___ ,.~ange Mean Standard 
Error""--
I 
Un~ts/Symbols 12 11 8.384 0.116 
Estimation 
' 
'12 9 5.289 0.097 
.... 
Measurement , 12 10 7. 400 \ .. 0.096 
• 
Conversion 12 12 4.076 0.124 
'· teng~ . 17 14 . 11.4.92 0.136 . . ~ 
olume 15 12 5.634 0.120 
Mass 11 11 
" 
5.042 0.108 
Temperature 5 5 2.961 ~~ 0.054 
_Total 48 32 25.166 0.328 
.. 
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-Standard 
Deviation 
• 2.262 
- 1.889 
1.876 
2.411 ~ 
2.644 
2.346 
2.097 
1.053 
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of a p~ible 12 
• • indicates that grade seven students are 
lacking in the skill of converting from one metric unit to 
another. The conversion subsection displayed the greatest 
... 
~ \ variance of the four subsections with a standard deviation 
of 2.411 and thus a variance of 5.813 • 
.. 
The items in the four content areas of WTMS, namely, 
~ -~ . 
length, volume, mass, and temperature were not equal"ly 
• • ' distributed under the four rontent areas. However, 
comparison of mean scores with-·- · ~ossible . scores implies 
• 
that grade seven students perform best in the content area 
of#length, followed by temperature, mass, and volume • 
Although students 
. 
·performe~- best in the content area of• 
• "# 
length, length was also the area · which displayed the 
g~eatest variation w~th a - -standard deviation of 2. 644 and 
thus a variance of 6.990. This may be due to the fact 
that the content area of ~ength contained seventeen test 
items out of a total of 48. Volume, mass, and temperature 
contained fifteen, eleven, and five test items. 
respectively • 
A total mean score of 25 out of a possible 48 
indicates that grade seven students are generally lacking 
in the metric skills of'1heasurement_, 
---::=,;..-__ _ 
Statistical Analysis 
The first two 
.. 
1 .. _ ..the- basis of the 
" 
research questions will -be analyzed on 
students' mean ).cor~ in the eipht ' 
The researcher determined the actual categories of WTMS. 
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proficiency levels for each category by multiplying the 
ratio of·students' mean score~n a particular category to 
the total number of items in that category by 100. In 
this manner the actual proficiency levels were calculated 
for all eight categories of WTMS. 
As detailed in Chapter 3, the expected proficiency 
levels were establi.shed by a panel of ten grade seven 
te~che~s. who indicated t~~~;~~:imate percentage of 
students who should answer cQrrectly each item in WTMS. 
The attained proficiency levels of the subjects tor 
. ' ' _ .. 
category of tqe metric tes~ were determined.by 
. ,· 
dividing the actual p'fi ... ~iency levels by the expllc~ed 
proficiency levels. ) _ 
Question three, Which dealt with sex differences, 
was analyzed using a t-test. Since math achievement 
scores were available for only a portion of the 
sample, student's mathematical achie~ent, 
qu~stion four, was analyzed using 
.. . 
in 
ion 
.coefficients •. 
~ -The remaining questions, questions 5 to 10, relating 
• ·r 
to .completion of the metric chapter, size of school, and 
.teacher variables were analyzed using a stepwise multiple 
J 
regression. 
. ~· .· 
Student Proficieney:-: in Metric Skills. 
\ 
· . In . this s~ction, data are presented to answer 
research question 1: How proficient are grade seven 
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·-students in their use of units and symbols, estimation~ 
measurement, and conversion skil~s as measured by WTMS? · 
Table 4 provides a comparison of expected 
proficiency levels with actual proficiency levels ,.for ~he 
four subsections of WTMS. 
art well below expected 
The ~ata~eveal that -students . 
proficiency _levels ln all _foull-
. . 
subsections of the metric test. Expec~ed.proficiency 
• levels indicated that students should perform best in the 
area of units and symbols, followed by measurement• 
. 
estimation, and conv~rsion skills. A~though aQtual 
\ 
· pr.of iciency was · below expect~d prof iGiency , .. 'the 
,. 
performanc~ the students in-the various subsections 
. ~ 
con£ what was .expected by teachers. That is~ 
" . . . ' 
s.tudents performed b_$St in the area of units and s~ls 
followed by measurement, 'estimat.lon, 
..... 
and conversion 
skills. 
~~The total e~ec~~d proficiency level .for WTMS was 
~oj~cted . by teachers to be 
actual proficiency level 
~ • • - J 
percent . . Thus, after eight 
81.7 ·percent; however, the 
. ,. 
was slig~tly more 1than •52 
. -~ 
years of metric implement-
ation,. grade .. seven students. have att~ined but 64 percent 
.. 
of QXpected proficiency and only 52.4 perc~nt~ctual 
In conversion 
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proficiency. 
students ~cored well below 
,reflect~g_ a lack of _knowledge a~d un~~rstan~g of these · 
. /"'"'\ 
areas of the met~ic system. · Although the use of units and • 
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Table 4 
r 
• 
"" Comparison of ~ted Proficiency Levels and Actual 
~roficiepcY. Levels for SUbs~~~ons of WTMS 
" 
Attained* 
Proficiency 
Level 
·., 
' 
56.5\ 
76.1\ 
43.8\ 
....63.6\ 
.... . 
•Percentage, .. actual. proficiency is of expected p~oficd:ency • 
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proficiency, students did tend to have a general 
understanding and knowledge of 
. .J 
summary, grade seven students 
this subs"ec\ion. 
have nJr. re\fhed 
teachers in the 
the --
''-..!.. 
proficiency level expected by 
-~' 
four 
subsections of WTMS, namely, use of units and symbols, 
estimation skills, measurement skills, and conversion 
. 
skills. 
<~ 
' Student Proficiency in Metri~ Content•Areas • 
In this section, data are presebted in answer to 
~. 
research question 2': How proficient are . ~grade .!!!Yen 
students ·inr their understanding of length, mass, volume, 
and temperature as measured by ~S? comparisons of 
-~expected proficiency levels and actual profieiency levels 
.. . 
for the four c9ntent areas of ~ ar~ contained in Table , 
s. As shown ·. in Table 5, students are below ex~cted 
" 1.. 
--· .. proficiency levels in all four content areas. In 
• • • desce~ding order of actual proficiency, the content areas 
are arranged as follows: ;,:Le-~gth, temperature, masJ, 'a~d 
. ' 
volume~ The overall actual proficiency level for students 
was 52.4 ~ercerif while the expected • proficiency level was 
-81.7 percent. 
~n th~ · content areas, the concepts o~ volume and 
mass~ below tbe SO pe~cent level of actual proficiency,,_ 
. I 
s-uqgesting a general lack · o~ knowledoe and understanding 
of volume 
nearly 19 
" 
and mass. Although 
percentage _ pd~~ts 
~ "~ 
-
th' concept of · length iay 
below expected proficiency 
'· 
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Table 5 
.... 
,.._ 
. ' 
\.. ' 
. •. 
Comparison of Expected· Proficiency Levels and Actual 
--- Proficiency Levels for the Conten~ Are«s of WTMS 
~ --
J . 
content Area Actual' Attained* Expected 
Proficiency Proficiency ' Proficiency 
Level Level Level 
Length 86.2\ 67.6\ 78.4\ 
Volume 74.6~ 37.6\ 50.4\ 
I"' 
Mass 82.1\ 45.8\ I . 55.8\ 
Temperature 84.0\ 59.2% 70.5\ 
TOTAL 81.7% 52 . 4% 64.0\ 
*Percentage actuar proficiency is of expected proficiency. 
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• 1 
level, students generally have a fair und~rstanding of · 
this cbncept. In conclusion, grade seven students have 
. ,.. 
• \ not reached proficiency levels expected by teachers in the 
four content ar~as of WTMS, namely, length, mass, volume, .f 
' and temperature. 
' 
Metric Achievement and Sex 
:In this section, data are pre'sented 
·~ 
to address 
• . 
I ~ • 
, research question 3: Is there a significant difference! in 
between boys and q/rls in the various I metric achievement 
/ 
fiJI s~$ections and content areas of WTMS? The results of ihe 
analysis of sex differences ar~ displayed in Table 6. The 
' 
application of a t-test indicated that there was no 
significant difference 
varipus ~ections · of WTMS. 
betwe~n · boys and girls 
\ 
.I 
·, 
Metric Achievement and Mathematical Achievement 
iJl the 
'- I Table 7 displays data to answer research question 4: 
Is there . a corre~':tion between students' mathematical 
achievement as measured 
.. , 
.Skills and students' 
by the- -canadian Test 
., 
metric -achievement? 
of Basic • 
Table 7 
v 
indicates that there 
relationship between st __ 
I 
measured.- by· the can 
a statistically significant 
nts' mathematical achievement ~as 
# 
of 
.. 
Basic Skills and 
. . 
c;tudents' metric achievement. This implies that a studept 
\ " 
, of higher mathemafl"cal achievement tends to perforro higher 
on wtMs than ' students of lower math~tical · achievement. 
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Table 6 , 
t-Test Results comparing Males and Females on the( 
Various Subsections of WTMS 
. ' 
-Subtest Sex N Mean SI) t-vallJe* DF 
units/Symbols M 198 8. 232 • 2. 098 ~ ~.35 197 
F 18~ 8. 549 2.423 181 
~ 
Estimation M 198 s. 460 1.849 0.759 197 
F 182 5.104 1.920 181 
• 
Measurement M 198 r. 581 1.847 o. 3?8 197 
F 182 • 203 1.891 181 
.... . 
conversion M 198 4. 045 2.340 0.262 ..... 197-
F 182 4.110 2.492 181 
/ 
Length \ M . 198 11.682 2.554 1. 457 197 
\. F. 182 11.286 2.730 181 
• 
Mass M 198 4. 985 2.061 -o. ss 197 
F 18~ 5.104 2.140 181 
Volume M 198 5.636 2.237 0.165 197 ' 
\ F 
. 182 5. 632 2.466 181 
Temperature M 198 2.990 -•1. 042 0. 563 197 
.. F 182 -~2. 929 1.067 181 
' • TOTAL .. M 198 . 25.338 6.025 0. ~44 197 
F 182 24.978 6.799 171 
. 
• 
*CV of t at O.OS• level1s 1.960 
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• Table 7 
' . 
I 
Correlation Between Mathematical Achievement, 
as Measured,by the CTBS and Metric 
Ach~evem,nt as Measured by WTMS 
\ ' 
r t df . 
0.7399 
' 
83 
.· 
9.89* , 
., 
81 
t 
*Significant at the 0. 01 level.· \ 
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Metric Achievement and Completion -of Metric chfpter, Size 
of School, and Teacher -Variab1es 
Student metric achievement 1 aS it relates to 
c~mpletion oj ~ the metric chapter, · size of school, and the 
·teacher variables of mat;:~atical and science 
·' ll. 
\ 
•qualifications, inservice metr~ training, years of 
teaching experience, and exposure to the metric syst~m. 
during preservice training was analyzed by means of .a 
• 
stepwise mu}tiple regression. . In a stepwise multiple 
regression 'the best predictor is selected in step 1, and a 
..... 
. 
one-predictor regression equat.ion is provided. In. step 2 
-
tl\e var~able . that wc:luld cc:>ntribuf~ the most 'additional· 
relevant variance· is. selected and a two-predictor 
1 
• regression eqU.at~on is determined. Each successive step 
the \ext predictor progresses in a similar manner 
' . . 
variable entered into the regression equatfon wouid be the· 
. . 
· variable that' has .the largest· correlation 'with metric 
~ 
achievement when all ·_variables already. inc.lud~d in the 
. . _.....~-
previous regrestrion equati~s have b~en parti(\led out • 
., j , 
A stepwise multiple regression was calculated for 
. 
,the four subsec;'tion~ of . ~s, namell, use of . units and 
symbo1s, estimation, measurement, and : conversion skills 
and for the four con~ent area!~ of length, volUI'I)e, .. m;s~, 
and temperatu~e. Table 
I . 
8 contains the resu1ts of the 
s~epwis~ multiple regression for the subsections of WTMS • 
. The -vaflab1es w~ich had a· statistically significant eff~ct 
on at)l<sent;a' . performance in the use. of units- and symbols 
' .. 
-
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Tabl.e a· 
; 
...... . 
/ 
; 
Stepwise Multiple Regression for the 
.. · Subsectj_ons of WTMS 
' • ,_. 
"~~ 
" ' 
. Variable* Dependent 
Variable 
Units/Symbols 
~ 
Estimation .r ·-
Skill.s t 
Measurement 
.. Skills 
Con\•ersion 
Skills 
Total Score 
..... __ _,_.; 
-
Entered 
-:x1 
x2 
XJ . -,._ 
x2 
x2 
xl~ 
x2 
x2 
x1 
* X1 = Chapter.Campleted 
Xi = s~ze of School 
, 
Step 
1 
2' 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
R2 
0.57 
0.69 
0.76 
o.·sa 
F 
3-8.21 
32.81 
30.04 
41.65 
• 
Q.31 " - 13.59· 
• 
0.38 18.75 
0~53 16.17 
0.54 . 
0.73 
~ 
35.42 
39.82 
,. 
X3 ~ Number of Science Courses completed by teach~r. 
"' 
:· it 
' 
.... , 
• 
Probability 
<0.001 
<0.001 
<0.001 
<0.001 
<0.001 
<0.001 
<0.001 
<0.001 
<0 .• 001 
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were completion of-the metric chapter, size of school, and 
the numBer of sclencd courses completed by teacher. 
, 
The size of the school was the only variable which 
had a statistically significant effect on students' 
performance in the areas qf estimation and measurement 
skills. Since,the 
chapter did not pave 
variabl~f completion of the metric 
a significant effect upon students' 
perf.orma;e in these 
ski~ls of estimation 
areas, it may indicate that the 
and measurement are not strohgly 
affected by the metric\cu~riculum ~nd that factors QUtside 
;ue school enviro~~nt influence these skills. 
. . 
conversion skllls, however, are positively affected 
by completi~n of the metric chapter, as well as by ~he 
size of school. 
I . . 
· Both these variables w~re statistically 
significant -in . ' relati,pn to student performance in the 
conversion section of WTMS. 
Table 9 contains the results of the stepwise 
.... , 
multiple regression for the content areas of WTMS. Both 
,. 
completion of the metric chapter an~size of school had a 
" . 
statis-tically significant· effect upon the content areas of 
. .. -
length, volume; and mass. · The size of school was the only 
' facto~ · that(ha~ 
~emperature. -~ 
&.statistically significant effect upon 
. - _( . 
No signifiCant relationship was found to exist 
" . 
between teachers' mathematical qualifications, inservice 
. . 
metrib trainin~, years -of · te~ching 
to the metric system during their 
( 
... 
experience,/ or exposure 
• I , 
preservic~ training and 
,' '{ • I 
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'" ' Table 9 ~ " 
Stepwise Multiple Regression for the 
Content Areas of WTMS 
·~ 
' 
Dependent Variabl~ Step .. R2 F · . Probability 
Variable Entered 
~ . 
Length xl J. ' 0 .47 26.60 <0.001 
... 
-
x2 2 0.65 . 27.48 <0.001 
Volume x2 1 0.44 23~91 <0.001 
x1 ~ 2 0.59 20~81 <0.001 
' 
A 
Mass xl 1 0.54 35 ~ 11. <0.001 
K2 · 2 0.61 23.14 <0.001 
Temperature x2 1 0.51 31.14 <0.001 
Total Score x2 1 0.54 ·35. 42 <0.001 
.... 
xl 2 0.73 39 ~ S.2 .(Q. 001 ~ 
-----·--
' . . \ .. . * X1 = Chapter· Completed 
' X2 = Size of School 
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69 
their respective students' mean metric achievement in the 
. 
skll·ls and content areas of .WTMS. 
In conclusion, the mean overall score of grade seven , 
students in WTMS was significantly affected by size of 
school and completion of the metric chapter in tl1e 
,I ' mathematics curriculum. 
~--· -~. 
) Swranary 
' 
.. 
Within the limitations o.f this study, the following 
--
observations may be made: 
1. Grade seven students are . not proficient in their 
~ . 
use of units and symbols, estimation skills, measurement 
, . 
- " 
• I 
· skills, and conversion skills as measured by WTMS. · While 
• 
. . . 
" ..  ~ 
) 
--
. ~· . ... ... 
expected .profl~ien~y . ~- 8~. 7 percent, ·the actual 
proficienc~level reached only 52 percent • 
·2. Grade seven students are not proficient- in their . . 
' uierstanding of 
. measure by ~s. 
length, mass, volwne, and temperature ~s-· 
percent, 
While expected . 
' the ac·tual proficiency 
prof ici~ncy ~as 81. 7 
level · reached only 52 
percent. . . 
· Stati"Stidally significarit'diff~rencea were 
- ,A. 4 • 
. the following areas: 
Students with higher levels of mathematical 
~ , 
achievemerlt , measured by the Canadian Jrest of Basic 
Skills had higher levels of metric achievement than 
students with lowet levels of mathematical achievement. 
'--.. 
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2. I Students in ; larger schools had · fiigher 
achievement sco~es than students in smaller schools. 
______., 
3. Students who had completed the metric chapter in 
the grade seven mathematics curriculum scored higher than 
students who had not completed the chapter • 
, 4. Students 
-
tau9ht by teachers )lith• a stronger 
' ~cience bacJC·ground scored significantly higher in the 
subsection of W'l'MS that dealt with the use of units and 
-symbols than students taught by teache!s with a weaker 
' science background. 
sta~istically significant differences were- not found 
in student metric achievement when students were grouped 
' ..  , . 
. --·:· 
•• '..J.. 
. ' . 
• 
' 
' 
., 
·- . 
' 
! 
by sex, their teacher's mathema~ .. !.~qualificatiohs, the · /, __ 
. ,.' .. :.r-, 
amount of inser~..!:~e metric training rec.eive·d by teachers ,' 
\-...... . . . .__; --
/ 
/ 
the number of years of teaching experience of the teacher, --
....., 
nor the exposure of the ·teacher to the .metric system 
during their P.reservice training. -
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CHAPTER 5 
\ 
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND ·RECOMMENDATIONS .. 
Measurement is a basic skill required by o:1ll 
. 
individuals in everyday experiences. We need the skills 
----
of measur~ment to calculate distances 1 heights, areas 1 :. 
vol.umes, masse-s; to purchase gasoline, foods; to perform 
' \. common carpentry and housenold tasks; along with a 
mul.titude of othe~ivities. The - ~mportance of teaching_ 
this life 1 skill is widely · ~ccepted . in schools throughout 
the world • 
:rhe ntetric system .ts ~- the , sy~teir(: tf measurement-
. . . ·-
officially used · in canada. At the time of this study the · 1 
' ' . } 
·metric system of measurement had been the sol.e system of . 
....... '. i 
'measurement . in · Newfoundland . · schools . f9r eigllt- years. 
• 
Thus, gt:ade seven students in the Newfoundland school 
.... · .
system had been exposed exclusively to this system since 
entering school • . The investigate}:' fel-t that · a 
1 
assessment · of the teaching of ~asure,ment 
' .. 
comprehensf. ve 
and th.e metric system would identify students' strengths 
. . . . ...:.'"\ 
and weaknesses and:-_:"-suggest reconunendations for future 
curriculUm revisior 
' 
• 
I 
• • · - .. '1. 
~ 
' . 
-
• 
' _ ..... -
~-- Over,Jiew of the 
.. . 
.. 
,,·. 
':.:: . ~ 
-~~:~ . 1\ . ·. __/ 
~~. ·.' ' 
~ 
-~~ major_. purpose of 
metrlo measurement · aXilla 
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study 
this st~dy was, to assess the 
• ) ' 
of grade seven students in a 
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. ~ , . 
J7 ...__ 
select'ion of Newfoundland schools ahd to asce~tain the 
• 1 r ; • 
metric achieve,antJ effe·cts of various variables upon 
Since ~o. standardized metric achievement test ,was avail-
able, one of the first ta~ks was to iCientify and ·-rDodifY a 
• ' • t • 
test of metric achiev·ement that would be. suitable for· use 
.... 
. .. 
with ~tudent§ ~n the Newfoundland ~choql syst"em .. After a 
comprehensive review· of the related literature, Williams• 
.. . ,. 
Test of Metric Skills (w:ntS~ was identified as ~he -most· 
suitabl.e 
study. 
evaluation instrument 
' 
I • 
for the purposes. -of this 
• I 
, 
: 
- t • 
I o 
' ' Using · WTMS as ' th~ evaluation instrument, and a short-- · 
• , n . • 
'· ' ~ .' 
,, 
.-
> f .• . ~ 
teacher qu.estionnaiJ;e, the stud~ was de$i9ned to an11_wer. ,. ;' ' ' 
. ... . -' . 
the· fol.l.owing.-questions: · 
.r ' . 
- -
\) " 
·1., How proficient are grade · seven students in their~ · 
__ :-- • . . ~ ~ 
·-
use of unit! and s~ls, ~stima,tion; _ rn~~s~r~nt, and ...• 
conversion skil.ls as rr.~~su~y WTMS? . · . . ··... . 
... ... • - . : · .,. f o,' , 
2. How ,proficient are grade seven stud"!nts _in :therr 
~erstanding ~f length, mass, · volume, an~. ~elllPf;!~~tu·~~ _a~ · 
.~ . . 
measured by WTMS? . " . . .. 
• 
3. · ·Is there a significant difference _in metl~c · 
: 
' 
achievement between boys and girls in the VJr ious N.lb-
sections and content areas of WTMS? 
.. 
4. there corre !-a tion betwe&n . students' • _. Is a 
I • 
\ . / ' -· . " "' 
mathematical achievement. as meatt~red by the Canadian ~eat 
•J ., I . • . • 
of Bas-ic Skil~s~rid student m&tri~ .achievement'? 
. ,, 
I ._ . 
5. Is there a ralatibnship between s~udent matr ic 
• - - - ' • - i 
4chievement and completion of the metric chapter in ~i! 
..... ~ . ' 
Is I, the .. mathematics textbook uaad in 9rade seven? 
-
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~ ' . 6. • Is there a relationship between size of tchooi 
. . 
.. . ) . . 
and student metric achievement as measured by WTMS? 
-
7. Is there• a relationship between teachers' 
mathematical . and · sdi~nce qualifications and their 
r~spective ~:ude~ts' met:ic ach~evement? ( 
a. Is thete a relationshi~ betwee&. the -amount of 
... ' 'i. ip7_vice 'metric t~aining .received by .teache.rs and their · 
respecti·ve lttudents. metric achievement? "' r . 
9. Is there a , re'.tationship .betwe.en students' metric 
... 
' achie~~nt and numoer of years of teaching experience of 
their teachers? 
• · 10. · . Is there a 
•. 
relationship be~ween stqdent~r/ 
, 
I 
. ! ' 
metrlc ~chievement and the exposure of their ~acj~r -~0 
~--~.,; 
·th~ metric . system-during ther~· pres~rvibe training? · 
. .. ... . 
.. 
To secure answers to 
• 
the questions posed, WTMS ·was·! 
' . . 
administered to .a random sampl~ of 380 students ,on the 
.· 
· ~y,lon P~ninsula. The mathematics teachers ~- t~_ose ··-\ 
students Involved in the study were invited .to. participate .J 
. . ' . . ~ . 
·. ' • . . . ~ \ . 
by completing a sh_ort questionnair' plrtaininq to their · . 
r . . 
pre.e~vice~and inservice education • . 
. " . 
. , .. ,. 
t 
·. WTMS was admini·atered in March, 1986.~ ,It was f~lt 
. . 
" ~ . ' ' . 
that t~.e meaauztement atra~ · on metri~· :n ~~· M*h Is I 
. prog~am wo~ld be ~ompleted by g~ade,•~ ,;udents at this 
~time. Uaing the Statistical Package for ' ·the Social .: 
:. . > ... ~ · • · · . · · ~J.e~c• ( SPssX I ; · a •tudent data file and . a teacher · d&ta 
• . • .r f ~ wer'e eat~li•hed and c91'QPuter analyilia was employed 
~ • • • 0 _.,.,-
~,{. ~ to a~rize and analyze the data. ~ \ 
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Conclusions 
ll' 
The analysis of ,tne data 
·-conclusions~: , 
Grade seven students are not proficient in their 
• ... . 
.. , 
use of- Units and symbols, estimation skills, _ m~asur,ment , 
('1 .... 
skills, and conversion &kills as measured by WTMS. While 
t .... 
~ . . 
ex~ected-proriciency ·was 81.7 percent, actual proficiency 
level reached only 52 percent-. · 
• 
• '2. Grade seveh students are not·-..proficient in their 
' 7 unde~tanding of length, mas~, volume, and temperat~re as 
mea~ured by ~r· ~~le expec~ed profi~ie~c~ 
percent, act~l profic~ency level r~~ched 9nly 52 
Statistically significant differericeswere 
·., . 
the following ·areas·: 
• • • t , 
was 81.7 
percent. 
fo!-!nd in 
- 1. Students with · hig~r levels of mathematic~l 
.. . 
achievement 
~kills, had 
as measured by Canadian Test: of Basic ·, 
. .... 
.. 
higher . ... . ._. levels of .metric ac~vement than 
'- . . - ' levels of mathematical achievement. 
'<"'., 
. . 
suudents with lower 
2. · Stud~ in larger schools ' had higher ac!ieve-
~ . 
men~ scores than students in ~maller schools. 
'f 
;Y 3. students who 'had completed the mettle chapter in 
) 
--'\ higher than· · th~ q!lle seven mathematics curriculum scored 
.. : . . ~ . 
• · ~students · who had not completed the ch~pter. 
t · · C , 4. ·students ·.taught by. teachers . ·with . 
.. . 
,, 
a atronge~ 
• 
~ience background scored higher in the aubaect\on of W'1'MS 
. . 
. . . 
that dealt with the use of units 
tfught by tea~her~ with a we~ker 
/ 
and a~la than .atudenta 
•cience background. 
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1_ statisticflly_ s~ificant di-ffe~~~ces were not found 
!~ -student metric achievement when stud~nts were grouped 
~, . 
. .... ' . 
by sex, their teacher's mathematical qUalifications, the 
, . 
- ' 
.... 
amount of inservice metric traininq'~eceived by teachers, 
"'' . . - . . 
the number of years of teaching experience of the teacher, 
' f nor th~ exposure of the teacher · to the metric system 
-during their preservic~ traini~g • 
• Discussion - ~ 
• 
This section of Chapter 5 ~ill present a nwnber of 
J 
/ 
observations concerpinq the conclusions reached as a 
I 
' 
result of the analysis of data. These observations are as 
follows: 
--! 
-
1. 
I 
I 
Grade seven stud~ts have a relatively low level 
• 
of · knowledge· of 
......... 
the metric system, Thls low level of 
~ . ~ 
proficiency suggests that prio~ to grade s~ven, expos~re 
1 
of students to the metric system is e_xtremely~ited. ·· 
~ .: ' .. , 
This low level of student · p~o~icien~eads one to ~lieve 
t~at thp Inveatiqatin~ School Mathemat~a proJtam 
presently taught in the p~imary arid · elementary grades'' is 
in8ufficient in its treatment of the metric system of 
... 
me,aaureme~t. ThUs, for many atuaenta, ~he ·grade seven \ 
pr09ram aervea aa the first meaningfu~ encounter with thia 
' 
meaau~ement ayatem rather than ae.rving aa a review and 
_extenaion of the ~aic metric concepta. BecAae ~o many 
• ~ c 
new concepts are prea,nted i~ thia program, many atudents 
are· unable to cope adequately with the meaaurement system. · ~.- ~ 
• >. 
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2. The poor perfomnance of students on the 
· conversion subsection of WTMS indicates that students may 
.. 
be - lacking in tha-ir understanding of the decimal 
numeration In the Newfoundlan~ 
, . ... 
. . 
- .... ~ ... 
--~. 
' 
system. 
~ 
present 
~ -
I 
~- . 
) 
• 
mathema~ics curriculum fractions are introduced before the 
I 
-decimal numerati~n system. The conversion 
. / 
I' 
from the 
\ imperial system of me~rement_ to the metric -.,ystem 
necessitates a de-emphafi~' ()h the early use of fractions 
A 
and a stronfer focus on the understanding of the decimal 
• • 
numeration system. This re-organization of these·vario~s 
, 
mathematical concepts would assist greatly.in a chi~'s 
understanding and application of ·the metric system. 
3. 
. . 
Facto~~ other than the metric education programs 
' # i' 
within the - schools affece the metric achievement of 
students. • 
1 
_. Tbi~;~ is ret-~cted in the significant 
rela.tionshi~ betwe'(-l"ize :of ,school and at,udent metric 
achievement. Fact~rs that may contribute to• this 
variation· in achievement are the degree of exposure to the 
metric 'system within the 
m~l~-grade _ classes, 4the \ . \ 
within the .. schools, or 
community, the frequency of 
.. . . 
degree of teacher · specialty 
instructional materials and ·· 
resources available to the schools. -AnY single factor or 
combinationscof factors may account-f~r the differehcea in 
-....... ~\ -~ I 
t " ,_. ' metfic . achieveme~t due to size of school. · . 
-4. · Althou~h students _did not reach expeoted 
.. 
proficiency level• in 
perform better 
· t 
'j • 
in 
i 
\ 
\ 
.) 
len~th 
erma of 
and 
. .# . 
temperature, they did 
i percentage of correct 
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\ 11 
" responses on thos~items concerned with these ar~as ~han 
on items concerned with"ass and val~ This may ~ due, 
in part, to the conversion timetable established by the 
.-
Metric· conversion comm}ssion wbich established temperature · ~ 
and . length as the ~irst two units to be converted to · 
~ . I . 
metric·units in canada. Another plausi~le explanation for 
• ~the noticeable difference in these ·metric areas could be 
• lengtli c in t~e . .... ' the gre ~xposur~ to t~mperature _and 
variou s of media. , • 
" 
• 5. • The findings :1'1~_ttrtg to ma_thema~ic.al achieve-
ment and metric acliievement confirm the finqi,ngs of McFee 
I -( 1967) I Sloboj an ( 197.4) I I Hous~r ( 197 4) ~ a11tl. Williams 
-(1978). The best predicator of metric achievement is 
~ ' 
r ~ , . 
mathematical ability. 
6. Altha¥9h no significant difference was found 
between the metric pe~f~tmance of boys and girls,. boys did 
,. perfo~ sligh~1y bett4J( than girls .J.n six out of. t~e ei~ht ~ 
• 
. ? 
.. 
.. 
t 
.. 
subsections of WTMS. This phenomend'n may · be~ <wo~th / . 
~ '• ~ • • ,.- "-0:. . __ _..,. -
monitoring to determine whether the slight difference$ are\ 
' . . . 
l- \. ... 
• related to gender or whither other variables account for 
these differences. 
·The lack of a statistically signi-ant 
- - ~ :· I 
relationship between teacher variables and student' · ric 
7. 
aohie~ent ipdicates that 'factors outside the -context of 
.' ed~cati~~~; influAnc~ metric achieveme:t. This study 
.. 
~dentifiea the mathematical ability of students, size of 
.•ahool, and completicn of the.metric _ch~ter as some of 
,., 
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, 
these fUrther research 'is needed to identify 
v 
other fac~s which affect student metric achiev~ent. 
8. t The lack 
/ 
relationship , _between 
{ teacher's~~osure to 
.. 
of 1· statistically signific~~ 
stu~~n ~~triC ~~~ievement and a 
the m~ ric system during preseryice 
... .. .. /:'lit, ~ 
_ t'raini~q . . suggests tha; · .a teac,er' s understanding of 'e • 
metric system has little influence upon his/.her respective 
students~ - ~etric achievement._ _ Another Pl.:ausible ,, 
expl~nation wguld be the inef~ectiveness. of metric· -. 
•• presetvic~programs. 
• 
.-i 
~ecommenptions 
.... ' 
.As ··a result of thi~ ~tu~y and an extensive review of 
\ .:' the related litera~ur~ concerning metric measurement, the 
... following recommendations have emerged: 
1. · · The emphasis . placed upon the •system of metric 
' ~- ) 
measurement in the primary and elementary grade·s must be 
- ~ . .. 
-. ' . ~ 
increased. B.efore entering junior high school, students 
should have .a thorough understanding of the concepts of 
length, volume, mass, ~nd 
organization of the ~e~ic 
.. . 
~emper:)lture, . \s w~ll. as th~ . 
. . 
system by multiples of ten~ 
Th~y should alsqrbe familiar with conversi9n skills. . ·\. 
~ 2: F6r many · y~ars curr~~um developmef\t 
sp~ialists have recomme~ed thit conorete' manipulative 
materials be used with ~~!mary anJ elementary school # • . 
.. . ,·~ t , 
childrel\. Tlius, .. it is - ·r.ecommended "· that primary and 
elemGntarY . \"~~ a~pf'n.ts. be exposed _ .. extensively . tQ 
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manipulative or hands-on activities so·!-that the varipus' 
• 
· metric concep!s are undersyood and retained. 
J i 
-3. Research ~s needed to d~t~~ne the order o! .l 
pres~ntation qf various mathematical concepts in ~he 
.. 
elementary mathematics -program. The conversion from the 
. . ' .. . . ' 
imperial. system of measurement • to the 1 metric sy/.em m~y 
I ~ 
ne~essitate a de-emphasis on the early introduction of 
' .. ~ -
., fractions and a stronger focus on the. understanding of the/ f • . . 
decimal numeratioq system. 
. . ·
' 4. Further research is needed to identify the ·t 
. " education program that affect 
. 
factots outside the metric 
' ~--....._ . 
. ' 
· the~metric achievement of students. Factors that appear 
to'be , worthy of 
. 
isolation ~:r:e 
• family and community. 
those that relate to the 
-. 
5. Furtber research· ·is. needed to identify the 
. ' . factors other than mathematical ability and size of school 
t~at .~ay affect t~~.metric ac~ievement of students. 
Attitudes of students and teachers toward .the metric 
. . . 
• 
-
• • 
, 
·. ayatem m,y ~ worthy of , study, as well as th(-influence of · ,. .... s;. · 
• 'Jit a teacher's metric• knowledge in _relation; to his/her 
.,. I _,_ . . • 
respective student's metric knowledg~ 
... . . . 
-,· 
~ · 6. Res~arch is needed ~o eva~ate the metric ~ed~ 
/ 
.r 
I 
of.teachera involved in preservice training and the extent · 
~ . -
r-- . 
·to which these needs are being · met by tne various ~odrse . · 
' • I -.:: , II. , .. 
J. • 
requirements involved in the preparation of ·an individual: 
~ 
for. the role a£· t~acher • 
• 
l o 
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•• i , 
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The findings of tqis 
.population of· students and 
'\ . . 
study~ applicable to the 
teachers on the Avalon 
.renin~ula, the -area from which•the sample population was 
d~wn. However, the involvement-of 
-~ ---
students f!om urban, 
.. . 
rural, -an~. suburban 1-conanuntties in the study, perhaps,· -
• indicates that students · from other commul11 ~ies in 
Newfoundland may have character~stics 
ment similar to those,of this s~udy. 
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· ~EACHER · Q~ESTibNNAIRE 
' ' 
. -··· 
=--
1. Sex: Male Fema.l"e 
2. ~o~ many gears ~f teaching experi~~ce do you have? 
t Years 
\ . \ . . 3 • . Have1you completed any math co~rses· either educational 
or .academic w~~le. a·ttendi'ng unive.·rs .. i'ty whi\:._.h deal~~wi .th · 
4 . 
s. 
6. 
a unit r6n the . fr1e\,ric system? · Yes '\ · No 
\ \ - . . ' \ 
How many h·ours ·o~ :·m~tric~ inserv1ce. ·have;you r.t~eived 
(not included 1 n 3) ?\ · Hou ~~ : \ 
\ I I • o \_ • ti~~. many .. ~math cou_-rs~s. ·.~ther . .. ~han · ~du.cation 1 .. mat·ti~ 
co-urses, ha.'~e you .. c.omple:_\ed _ dur-.~~9 your univ~rs~ty\> 
years (in semester courses)? · ~ . \ 
·. . . \ ._ . \ . . ' . \. 
How 'many ·sc·i ence course.s, other than education a 1 . s·c· i enc'e 
. . \ . . \ 
.. 
courses such~ as . Science ._ .l ;JSA ~~·, s,, . have you .completed \ 
· during your university_ years lin semester· courses)? · \. 
. \ ' . \ 
. . . . .. ~\ . ' .. 
.. 
7. Have· you completed chapte.r. five ·on .measurement in the \ 
I ;. • \\ , I # ' ' \\ 
Math Is I program? . Yes · No ~. · "=at ·\. 
-If no,·_ do you expect to complete it ... before the end of 
the schoo-l ,year?.. Yes No 
' . . . 
a. ·How many year"s· h~ve you taught ·the metrJc ·system of 
measurement? Years 
9. •What ·is -· the tot~l .number .of grade seven st'udents enrolled 
1~ your school? . 
. . 
. . . ~ 
• I '·~ 
'. '':. 
.. ;· 
7, 
·.• 
~ '. 
.·: 
.· 
.1 0. When tea~hing the.conversfon aspect of metric 
. ---:-
measurement 
.. . 
i . 
: . I 
!'<• ~ .. ~ . 
: . ~ 
.. . 
. , I . 
. •l 
; l~· 
{'; ;",· 
~X 
' I 
,,"' .· 
· .. ' 0' 
. ,~ 
~ ..... jt',· . .. ,-.,,!1 ;.~.:_. ,·~I .._ 
~ ' 
'·" . 
do.yo~ use a horizbntal or ve~tical approach? 
Horizontal! ·Vertical 
. . 
') 
• I' 
\ . ·.1 
: ... ·: . "'1 1·, ;~ 1f '- • t ~ : ;,' . , ·, .,,,., -:..,.•~ • I , ._· . : • 
r. 
.. 
,J 
-·· ..
. ,.." 
. .. .-,~ · .. -..... . -,· ·j,:.:r· 
.., .... ... '\ 
4 ' ... • • 
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March 3, 1986 . 
Oear Parents: ) 
. -. 
. . I am ate a-che r ' present 1 y teach i n g in the s t . J 0 h n I s 
area. · I am in the process of conducting a survey of metric 
achievement among grade seven students on-tne Avalon -
Peninsula, as part of my Mast~r's dearee program at Memorial 
. University. One purpose of this survey -is. to 'determine how ·: 
succes·sful. we have been in 'educating our young people i·n .. 
metri-c- measurement·. · 
' . '
. . One elemen~ oi ·my study · ~~ami~es students' metri~ 
achievement as it· relates to their mathematical. achievemerft. ·. 
·· .. To· complete ' this· particular aspect :of my ·study, I request 
yOur'""· permfssion .to obtain from school · records your child's 
m~th~matics achievement score as m~astired . by the . Canadian 
Test of . . Bas,ic ' S~ills. : !f you · consent to 'his request~:I · ·. 
g u a rant~ e co n f 1 dent i ~ 1 f t'y . · . . · . . . ~ 
. . . May I add th~t this s-tudy has · the s·upport of m·any 
. edu,cat:drs, in.cluding the Ma'thematic-s ·consultant of the .. · 
Department of Education. Also, the Avalcn Consolidated -~ · 
·.School Board has.grant~d me permission to conduct this study. 
~i thout your· permiss.i on, . h·owever, I c..anno t 'Obtain the requi re·d 
information. · · 
Thanking you in advance. 
-
S+n-cerely, 
• 1 
• 
I • 
JM/mk Judy Moakler 
1~ • • 
Do we have your permission to obtain from school 
records your child's mathematics ~chievement s~ore as meas~red 
by the Canadian Test of aasic Skillsf Pl~ase place a check 
--- beside your answer. ----
Yes No · 
- · I . 
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APPENDIX C 
Modified v·ersion ·of Wil!l.ianis' Test ·of 
\ Metrlc Ski~ls 
. · . 
I @ 1978 R.L. Williams 
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WILLIAMS• TEST OF MET~IC SKILLS 
. 
P.art A-- Use of Units and Symbols 
__/. 
. I • 
1. The symbo 1 11 em,. is the correct symbo 1 for the 
unit . · · 
A. cubic metre 
B. Celsius 
C. · cents per metre 
D. centimill1metre 
E • • c e· n t i me t"r a 
\. 
I. 
' 
.. 
I 
r 
_...,...;....., · · 2 • The co r r e c t s y m b t;> 1 f o r . t h e u n i t 11 g r a [11 11 
~~\. '1. • 
. . 
• I 
·L 
.\ 
~ n 
,, 
\ 
\ 
• Q 
I 
• I 
. . 
~· 
. ,
' ,i 
! . 
·L 
I 
.[ 
j 
·-+ i 
I 
I 
A. grm. 
B. Gm . 
· 'C. gr • 
D. g 
,· . E. gm 
3. ·The correct 
A. MM . 
-
B. mm 
c ·• m/m 
D . mM 
E. ml. 
symbo 1 
4. The correct · _symbo 1 
is . 
A. 25.0 mL 
B • 250 mls 
c. 2.50 . Mll s .. / D. 250 mml 
E. 25'o mms. 
.· .. 
' 
- · 
for the unit ·11 milfi'metre 11 is 
for the am9unt 11 250 millilitres 11 
) 
5. The correct- sy·mbol . for . 11 50 kilometres· per hour 11 is 
\ - - - - - - . 
It 
\ . A. I 
\ ' ft 
, D • 
. c. 
0 • 
50 kph 
50 Kph 
50 K/hi 
so· km/h 
50 Kmph 
r~ : • ' 
.. 
.. 
-
·' . 
' ) .··\. 
:· ' .. 
- '-....:. J_ ... _ 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
.. -
One hundredth {0.01) 
, 
A. milligram 
B. ·centigram 
c. 9ecigram 
D. k 11 ogram 
E. . Mega gram 
One thousand ( rooo) 
A. 
8. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
mi 11 i1 it r e 
centilitre 
dec i.1 i tre 
k i l .o 1 it re 
Mesa n t r.e 
r • 
The best .unJt ' to 
wou 1 d be 4h.e 
.. ~ ' 
A . . ~kilometre 
B. litre 
C. milligram · 
D. · gram 
E. centimetre 
.. ·. . .of . ·. ·.· .. !~ ;'! ... 
I • I 91 
·- I . 
I 
of one gram is O'a'lle~ 'a · 
1 it res is called a 
-
• 
length of a pencil 
,... 
The . best metric u it to measure · your own mass 1 s 
the 
A. 'Litre . / 
B. kilogram 
c. gram 
D. k 11 om.et r . . 
. E ... • 
·~ 
centi / re 
The volume of your k 1 tcnen stnk would be me·asu red 
in ~ • 
A.. ~·olitres . 
B. c nt1metres 
• 
.c. - i tres 
D. milligrams I 
E. millilitres 
.. 
. -
~ \ .. : ·:· . ~·.::.:-:·,.·~-. . •·. 
~--. 
.,:::· · 
_ .. 
... 
~., · 
( 
} 
11. The' distance bet~een cities is measured 1a the ' unit 
A. • ·metre 
I ' B. k~lometre c. kilograms 
D. Megametre, 
E. kiloljtre 
. , 
. , 
.. .~ . 
,:: 
- ,• 
i ·i-
• ... ' · 1 \ 
• .. : t - - • r-• • • • · - • 1- .:. • .., • • :- • ..!. ,. • • ~ , ... - :Jl :. ~ . . . . ·- '' 
•, 
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· . . 
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12. A farmer might-sell his·land usin[ the unit 
call.ed a 
A"C metre· 
B. k i1 ometre 
c. square -centimetre .. 
D. hec.t'a re . 
E. kilolitre • 
.-. Part B --Estimation 
• 
1. Ten•metres is reasonable length for a 
. A • pencil 
a·. desk 
c. classroom 
.... 
.J 
' -
D. football f-1 e 1 d 
E. ·city tilock 
. 
2 .. 'Two 
!t ' . 
1 ;J 1 i met,. P. S· f S about the thickness of a 
A. p i-eee of pa pe·r 
B. penny 
c. book · 
D. brick 
-E. set of encyclopedia~ 
3. The distance a p-erson might wa'l k in an hou'r is 
about 
·.~ 
A. 0~5 k i 1 omet res - -
B. 5 kilometres .:· ... ~ 
c. 50. kilometres -
D. 50 decimetres 
.. :E. · soo·o centimetr-es 
.. 
... 
'-
fj· A bask·etball' fil'led 
· ~~ · A. o.·s 11tres _" 
with water would c~tain about . 
B. 3 litr.es . 
C. 15 litres 
D. 50 11tr,es 
E. · ·SOQ_J 1 tres 
\ ... 
' 5. The volume of an ~ve~age glass 6f . wat~r·is about 
· A. 30 mi11111tres 
B. 300 m111111tres 
C. 3 1 it res' 
D. · 30 1 i t res 
E • . . 300 litres 
. ' . , ' 
• ~ t .. 
· :~.,.~· ·· .. . .. ' .n~J :.'<' '.. ;_t;_-.... ,• • v" ~ ~ J.• • ,l 
• 
- • f . 
-·,' '"'+ 
' ·:· . 
·.~ <'~~· 
.... .. t 
.... . '.:r· ' r ;. .. () L .. . . . . 
··I . . .. . , ~, . ?'·'·, ·. ' - , ~ : \ . : ..... ... ' ~ • !. J .. ' • > • ' : ~~:?:~ ' 
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.. .. 
. • ~ ,.. 
.. t 
.~!,. 6. The -volume of an a)lerage egg i.s· about. a. 
• ' • I I 
.. t 
• A . O.S · cubic centimetres 
B . 5 cubic centimetres 
·~ c . 5 cubic dec i met r.es ; 
D ••. 5 cubic metres · 
E. •. F.O cubic Fer.timetres /, 
..,.-- -
---7 . An average man might have a mas.s of about . 
• 
' 
. 
-
~ 
I A •. 0\75 k n ograms 
B. 7.5 k i ·1 0.9 rams ~ 
c. 75 kilograms 
"\ 
? D. 175 k i1 ograms \. , 1750 k i 1 ogram·s 
8. The mass of one penny is · about 
.. I ~ .. 
A. 5 grams .. 
B . '50 grams l 
c. 0.5 grams J 
.. D. 5 kilograms 
"' , E. · so kilograms 
·. 
If c h iJ d re n are building 
~ . 
9.' all ou~de snowmen, 
the temperature is probably about . ' . . .. 
.. 
I ..e 
I A. -JQOC \ • 
.B. ' -1QOC ,. . 
1QOC ~ • ·c 
' 'D. 2ooc 0 
E. JQOC 
10. If • hopes to swimming in the lake, • ~-everyone go the tempera~ure outside is probably about . 
• I 
I· 0°C , • A. .. B. ·lo 0 c .., 
c. Jo 0 c 
' D. 75°C • -4 .. 
E . gooc 
. 
li. To bake cook 1.'es ·, you should set -the oven 
temperature to • 
-· ' . ; . 
··. 
A. 60°c -·· . . 'I> / 
B. 16QOC • • 
; , c. 360°C 
......., . D. 6sooc .. 
E. 10QQOC· 
s 
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' • ' ~~ ' I 
' ' ..
' ... 
. ·· 
, . 
•. ' 
. ' . 
0 
. . 
.. 
- . ~ .... 
, 
... -
\ .... 
. 
,. 
. · 
.. ' 
. ·. 
i 
... 
. . 
' 0 . 
·. 
~ .' 
.... -~ . ... 
:-:.-. 
.-
.. 
, 
~ · .. ' \ : 
.. 
, 
- ... - - ~ --· 
.·. 100 
,· 
) 0 ~ 12. The area of this pa:ge is closest to 
' 
. 
A. 6 square metres ... , 
B • ~ Ei square centimetres • 
c. 6 squar& decimetres 
0 ... . 6 square ~ect~metres 
E. 6 square,millimetres 
' 
.. 
Part C --Measurement . 
' 1? Which me'a.suririg · instrument would be · best to use 
·. to me~su'e the' length of a dollar bi 11? ,/ 
I · 
A. . . B. c. D .
. . . 
, :. 2 • . Which measuring instrument . ~; auld b~e best to use 
--- to· measure the ~istancetaro 1 .nd you·t ~-c·hoo·-1? 
-
\ ' ~ .. 
A. B. . c. D . E • 
3. Whic~ measuring instrument would be best to 
measure . the thickness _of a leaf.? . ,--'-... . 
. I, :'\, 
' . ' 
. ... 
.. 
•• 
" 
'A. c .. D • . E. 
.. -
.. 
. . 
';:. :· ~,~ .. -~~. ; ,-'.:~·-' --·-·:>" -.~.:-:- ~~\ .. 
rl , ... \ 
... : ' 
' I \ ' ' 
.. 4 ...., ,.' \ • I I , ~ 
\ 
.. 
. 
·"? 1:.~ 
. ' . :j-
•' 
. ' 
• 
. .r: .. 
' . 
. . 
o'' 
.. 
\ .. 
·./ · 
p6f 
: • .. 
'0.· '. ' ... 
-~· 
' . 
4. 
A. 
0 ': . 
' 
,. 
;- 101 • I 
Which of the following would you use to .~,e-asu : ·c 
the mass of a book? 
B . . c. 0 •• E. 
" I 
5 . W h i c h 9 { t h e f o 11 ow i n g m i g h t you · u s e J o me a s u ,. ~ 
the ~. of a tennis racket? . ~ 
A. 
. • 
.. · . . 
B; c. D. E. 
6 .· Whi6h of th~ following migh' you use to find ~he 
volume' of ·pop · in a pop batt"..:!? 
'l 
A. 8. c. 0. E. 
, . 
. . 
" -
. .. 
- ;-
I 
. . 
.7. correct read/ing of .volume u~~s · in . th~ CJlinder 
' ; ~ I 
\ 
. .. 
. ... ·_.' 
B. 
20 units 
24 .u!lits 
C • 2 5 u n. i ·t s 
. 
D. 28 units . ' 
E~ 29 units 
' I . 
.. 
•• 
·-
1. 
. 
, . 
... 
~ 
I ( 
T, • · t 
. ,. 
. . . ' ' .. :· '"\. 
' ' .. ·""' 
. r,i '\ It , 
r:-~. _• 
t' , ,. 
. . 
· ' 
. ' 
;; · 
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-A. 8. D. · . . .. ·E. 
__ .._' 11. Which measuring' instrument would be best to use 
to find tbe · volume of .a sma l l box? 
A. 8. ' c. ·L . 
' 
'· 
, 
' . J \ . 
'\ .. < ... :.; ~~'~i~ . . , ... ~ :.:.· . ~ - . \('>· ~~ ;.':l •.,' :' • • •• ·' ·. - f 
• ,~~-_ • • \ •• • • • • ••• 'l l ' \ , • . . ·····:. · .. 
.. 
. . 
• 
' ... 
... 
: ..... <. 
' . 
- ~I 
• lehl--
. 
\ 
... 
• 12. Which measuring ·instrument would be best to 
i.isetto find the volume of a couple of small 
A. 
rocks? 
B. c. 
Part 0 -- Con v e r s\i on S k i 11 s 
\ 
. 
0. 
1: Which of tne following is t-he s~me as 150 
centimetres? 
A. 0.15 #metres · 
B. 1.5 . metres 
C. 15 metres . 
D. 1~ millimetres 
E. 1~5 decimetres 
2·. 'Which of the follo\t!ing is the same as 25 
millilitres? 
A. 0.25 litres 
B~ 2.5 litres 
~c. · 2500 litres 
0 •. 2.5 centilitres 
E.-. 0 •. 25 of a ·1 i tre '. 
3. Which of the following is the same as 0.3 
k·i lometres? 
A. 
B. 
t. 
0. 
E. 
300 metres 
3000 metre..!i 
30 centimet>res 
0.003 metres 
3 Mega met re"s 
:__ . · I 
... 
• 
...... . 
E • 
• .. 
' ' • ·: ~~·~ 
I 
' . I 
I 
\· 
\ . 
' ' ·~· 
' .. · ~1.:/·~·f~ 
,. 
• 
:~:(' ' : 
~ . ., :. 
,, .· ' . 
.. , -
....... 
4 
.. 
t.~ 
~\~. : 
' ' 
.. 
q 
.. . 
~.. . . 
-' ' 
' 
.,... ' l .· 
~ ~;_-_:: ,t '~ 
4. 
5. 
, 
. 
6. 
,. .. 
7. 
• 
, . 
., 
• . - . 
a.: 
. . . 
. .. 
- . following, is the same as 200 
I 
A. 0. 02 grams. · 
B. 0.2 ,grams 
c. 20 grams .. 
D. 0. 002 grams 
E. 0.2 c.entigrams 
4.26 1 i tre s i .s .t~ e' same as 
A. .0.426 milllitr.es 
B. 4. 26 mi·llilitres 
c. 426 mf.llilftres ' 
"' ·,: . ~ 
D. 42§0 mil}ilitres 
E. 426 kilol itres 
. . 
. -· centfm~re One cubic is the same·. as 
'A. 0.5 mill i 1 i.t res .c:, · 
B. 1 - mi111litre 
c. 1 cubic metre 
D. 1 00 1'·cubi c dec i metres ' '-
' 
L o. 1 cubic metres 
0 e thousand ( 1000} cubic millimetres is 
sam~ as 
A. 1 cubic metre 
B. 1 cubic centimetre 
C.· 100 cubic centimetres 
D. 10 cubf c metres 
E. 10 cubic centimetre .s 
I 
One 11 tre of water has a mass of about 
A. 1 g. ram 
B. 100 grams· 
c. 1 kilogram 
D. lG centigrams 
E • . 1 0 0 m i lJ 1 grams 
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9. Which of the following is the same as 0.038 
millimetres? 
1 0. 
11. 
1 2. 
A. 38 metres 
B. 0 . 00038 decimetres .. 
C. 3.8 metres 
D. 0.38 centimetres 
E. 0.38 decimetres 
W h i c h o f t h,e f o 1 1 ow i n g i s t he s am e a s 4 2 tf 
grams? (_ 
A. 4.2 milligrams 
~- 42 centigrams 
C. 0.42 kilograms 
0 . 4 • 2 k i log ram s 
E. · 42 k il ogra'ms 
. . ) 
Which of the following is the · same as 1825 
mill i1 it res~ 
A. 18.25 litres 
B. 1.825 litres 
C. 1:825 centil itres 
0.' 1.825 decil itres 
E. 182~5 ki1olitres 
. . I-; 
94·0 grams "fs how ~uch 1 es.s than one ki 1 ogram? 
A. 60 grams 
B. · 60 kilograms 
C. 6 milligrams · 
D. 6 kilograms 
E. 60 centigrams. 
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Part E --Relating Imperial and Metric Measures 
NOTE: The 1ollow1ng questions are not 
program in measarement. If you 
the questions without guessing, 
not gu~ss the answer if you _ale 
I 
a part of - the school 
are ab1e to answer 
please do so, but do 
not reasonably sure. 
1 • A · b o' a r d t h a t i s t-wo i n c he s · by f o u r i n c h e s i s 
~ . . 
about the same as a board that .1s 
A. ---20 by 40 c~ntimetre~ 
B. 50 by 100 centimetres 
c. 5 by 1.0 metres 
D. 2 by 4 centimetres 
• 
2. 
3. ' 
4. 
E • 5 by 10 centimetres -' 
' 
-· 
Ten kilograms 1 s quite close toJ 
.. 
A~ 5 pounds 
B. 10 pounds 
c. 22 pounds "'' 
D. 60 pounds· 
E. 200 · pounds 
I 
..... ..___ 
O.ne ga 11 o·n of gas o 1 i n e_ '; s '·quite close 
~- 0.5- litres 
B. 5 1itres 
c. 2 5 1 i tres 
D. 250 millilitres 
E. 25 m11111Jtres 
' . . ' . ' . 
15°F (Fahrenheit) would 
A.' '!'3ooc · 
B. -1o0 c 
c. 15°C -
D • JOOC 
.E • soo.c 
... -:..-
be closest to 
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Student Answer Sheet for Test of Metric Skills· 
PART 'A 
1. A 
2. A 
3.· A 
4. A 
5. A 
--· 
B C 
B · C 
B C 
B C 
B ~ C 
6. ·A a· c 
c 
c 
7 ~ ··'A B 
:' ' !ir 
8. A . B 
A a·· c 
10. A B ' ·' ·t 
11 : A B ;·'c 
12. A · B ·c 
PART C ," 
' 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D-
O 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
£ 
1. A B . C ll . E 
2. A B C D E 
3. A B ·C· D E 
4. A B C D E 
·5. · A B C D E 
6. A B C 0_. E 
1. A·- a C D E 
8. · A B C D·. E 
9. A 
1 0.' A 
11. A 
l2. A 
PART E 
1 • A·: 
. 2. ~ 
3. A· 
4. A 
' I 
. . 
.. . . ·, .· : ... 
B C D ,E 
B C -0 ' E 
B C . D E 
'· 
B . C D E 
• ("\ 
8 . c 
B c I 
8 .c 
B. C 
D 
D 
o· 
D 
E 
E 
E 
E 
' . . ,
• ' .,,..••.:·~· ~~" ' I ' ' •, •' ' 
PART B 
1. A B. C 
2. A B C 
3. A B C 
4. A B C 
5. A B C 
. 
6. A · B C' 
I 
":"\ ' 7-. A , B : e 
-.. 
8. 'A 8 
9. ;A B 
1 0. ·A'· " 8 
11. A's 
12·. A B 
PART D 
c 
" c· 
c 
, c 
c 
1. A B C 
2. . A B C 
3. A B C 
D E 
D E 
D E 
D E 
D E 
D 
D 
D 
E 
E 
E 
D E 
0 . E 
0 · E 
D f 
D E 
0 E 
0 E 
4. A 8 C . D E 
5. A B 
6. A B 
7. A · 8 
8. A . B 
9. A 8 
1 0. A ·B 
11. A . 8 
12. · .. A· . B 
. ',' 
-
' ·1 . ; : .. ' . 
c 0 E. 
C 0 E 
C 0 E 
C 0 E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
D 
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APPEl';tDIX D 
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I wish you well with your research, and ask tha,t you share your results 
wi.th me, perhaps even an abstrac.,t? so I may keep abreast of the field. I have 
done nothing with metrics·ove~the past 6 years excebt keep a file on· deve-
lopment •. Progress is slow, atta·I tend to blame the U~ S. foot-dragging for 
that, I hope to follow-up/in a few years time to see where we have been in 
this area. 
PJ..W/cr 
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